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New Parking Plan
Confuses Students

Do-It Day!

POWELL

Managing Editor

MICHAEL POLLACK

Trinity Students descended on the Hartford Public Library during
the 2001 Do-It Day. There was a record number of volunteers this
year. See article on page seven.

Vernon Street construction,
library renovations, and a new
admissions building have
caused problems for students
and faculty alike who are trying
to park their cars on campus.
Approximately 150 spaces have
been lost since last year, and
since then, Campus Safety, the
Student Government Association and students have been trying to find common ground and
a solution to this problem,
"We've made a lot of changes,
due to construction and other
things around campus," says
Director of Campus Safety
Charlie Morris. "We had to
make some hard decisions."

These changes have caused
some problems and a lot of confusion, especially for sophomores. With the help of the
SGA, Campus Safety developed
a new system of issuing parking
permits tostudents. The classes
of 2002 and 2003 - current seniors and juniors - were given
the opportunity to register their
cars last spring during the
Housing Lottery. At this time,
sophomores were permitted to
request parking permits. During the summer, those names
were put into a lottery and
drawn at random. The number
of sophomore names equals the
number of available parking
spaces left on campus after seniors and juniors were given priority.
see BARKING on page six

Chartwells Takes Campus-Wide Construction
Over Meal Plans Signals Forward Progress
x'l BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

News Editor

Contrary to popular belief,
life on campus does not stop
when the majority of students
leave. Evidence of this lies with
our new food service provider
Chartwells.
While most students were
barely entertaining thoughts of
packing, Chartwells began the
move-in process. Coming onto
campus on August 3,
Chartwells' management completely overhauled the Cave and
prepared to serve their first
meal on August'6. Most students have noticed the surface
changes like the new coats of
paint and the rearranging of
computers. Unknown to many
students, though, is the fact that

when Marriott left, they removed all their equipmentfrom
the dining rooms and kitchens.
A record turn around in any industry, this change was close to
miraculous for a company that
had to install all new equipment and prepare food.
Due to the lack of preparation
time, students have moved on to
campus in time to experience
Chartwells' settling-in process.
While this has caused some disgruntled feelings, overall it is an
exciting experience. Students
will be able to watch as changes
and improvements unfold before their eyes. This hasty movein hasn't escaped student notice.
"It seems that they are a bit
disorganized at the moment,
but in the near future hopefully
they will at minimum be able to
see MEAL PLAN page eight

K1SHI POPAT

The new view from Mather dining hall

. BY ABIGAIL THOMAS

' flews Editor

Orange barrels and construction fences have become a familiar sight to returning
students. Many were probably
curious to see the now-completed Admissions building
which runs along the lower
long walk between the Chapel
and the Bistro. After a year of
construction, students have
been invited to see the new
space by Career Services, which
has moved in along with the
admissions office. The official
dedication and ribbon cutting
ceremony will be Friday, September 28 at 4:00PM.
While completed buildings
are a sign of progress, the current construction serves as a reminder of Trinity's forward
motion. There are several major projects currently under
way.
The first of these projects is
Vernon Street. What exactly is
happening there, besides the
usurpation of parking spaces?
The answer is plenty. The primary goal of the plan is aesthetics, making Vernon appear
more visually blended with the
rest of campus. To achieve this,
the street is being widened and
repaved. There will also be the
addition of traffic calming devices, which in layman's terms
translates into speed bumps.
Contrary to popular rumor, the
Broad Street end of Vernon will
not be opened for the time being; a new gate with a pedestrian entrance. The opening of
Vernon Street to vehicular traffic will be under consideration
at a later date. All the electrical
and data wiring along the street
is being buried while they si-

An average day on Vernon Street
multaneously redo the storm,
water and sanitary lines. There
will be relandscaping done, including pedestrian walkways,
lighting and trees.
Vernon Street construction is

IIISHI POPAT

one of the most invasive
projects for a number of reasons. Students living on North
campus are living with the constant noise of construction. All
see CONSTRUCTION page five
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plete. Premium channel options
will be available within the
next couple of months, and we
will see the addition of several
educational and foreign channels in the coming week. AT&T
will also have an information
line open to assist students with
questions.
The T-Card is a highly anticipated addition to student life. It
is a working debit system that

To the Editor:
With the first week of the
academic year behind us, we
have already witnessed a number of major changes that will
affect many aspects of student
life at Trinity. Most noticeably,
we have experienced the transition to a new food service vendor, the introduction of an
expanded cable system, and the
highly anticipated T-card.

We ask you to have patience in the upcoming
weeks, while we continue to improve student
life on campus.

Nathaniel Silver '02, Kate Hvtchinson '02

can be accessed through all student ID cards. This dollar
amount is separate from your
"Chartwells dollars." Students
can add money to their cards by
using the two machines located
in Mather Hall. A "value transfer station" will be operational
in Campus Safety in the coming
weeks. Money can be added
throughout the year in denominations of five dollars and
above. This system will eliminate the need to use quarters for
laundry and vending purposes.
Directions will soon be posted
at T-Card sites to avoid operating confusions. Laundry systems in Summit, Eltonjackson,
Cook, Northam/Jarvis, Hansen
and High Rise have already

As with all major changes, we
must try and be accommodatCOPY EDITORS: Davis Albohm '02, Lindsay Dorrance '04, Alison Hunt '04, Eainonn Brown '05, ing to the various disruptions
Jonathan Chesney '05, Alex Gordon '05, Edna Guerrasio '05, Emily Marchese '05, Jo Matocha '05that will come with the introduction of these services. Regardless,
both
the
administration and student
leaders are aware of student
BUSINESS MANAGER
BUDGET DIRECTOR
concerns and have been actively working to resolve the isWilliam Jenkins'03
Carolyn Rued '03
sues that.have been brought up.
While most of the larger problems have already been rectiPutting Trinity's Priorities In Order
fied, individual details are still
the process of being adTrinity's campus has been improving recently at a rapid rate. There's a new in
dressed. We ask you to have paAdmissions and Career Service building; construction, is underway for the Vernon tience in the upcoming weeks,
Street project; the Library plan is becoming a reality; and Chartwells was brought in while we continue to improve
as a new meal provider after considerable student dissatisfaction with Marriott. student life on campus.
Changes are made in a continual effort to keep us happy and make this campus a
Last week, Chartwells reprebetter place to live and work.
sentatives hosted a forum for

Still, one has to ask if these new multi-million dollar projects are keeping
students happy and making this .campus a better place to live and work. In many
cases, the answer is "yes." A. state-of-the-art library and information center is essenU4.teJ^£Bi!pJ-h£^l^^
tp date and user-friendly.
The change in meal service proviaers^owedtneadiTijnistration's response to student demands. Many of the campus changes and improvements show immense forethought and prioritizing of student and campus needs.
However, other changes seem to show a lack of concern for students' immediate needs. It seems odd to spend a great deal of money to refurbish the Washington Room when there are students on this campus in rooms rated "D" and lower.
Shouldn't students have newer living quarters before a recreation and banquet room
is redecorated? MCEC is now host to new flat-screened monitors; this is a wonderful advance in campus technology, but was this expensive purchase really a high
priority? While students are glad to be rid of Marriott and the strict meal guidelines
it imposed, many were alarmed to find a new service provider that they had had no
input in the process of choosing and had received no information on save an end-ofthe-summer QP. Walking around campus one can hear students gripe about the sad
state of their dorm rooms and furniture, gym facilities, the parking situation, the
lack of usable artistic and theatrical space for student work, and many other legitimate concerns. Professors bemoan the lack of classroom space available for seminar-like conditions that forces students in discussion-oriented courses to sit in rows
in buildings like Clemens or MCBC. While Master Plan brochures acknowledge
these needed additions and improvements, they continue to remain low priority.
While Trinity's administration is doing this campus a great service by updating our facilities and programs, they need to remember that these changes affect
most those who live and study here. While no one can object to such beneficial
additions as the Library, one can question the prioritizing of some of the
administration's lesser projects. When deciding what needs to be updated next, the
administration should remember that students would like to have some say in what
is changed and when. It is important to think to the future and to our prospective
students, but those of us living here now would like to see some changes that would
positively affect the way we live and work.
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The T-Card will eliminate the need to use
quarters for laundry and vending purposes.
student suggestions, and are
presently working to address
concerns that were expressed.
Due to the timing of the vendor
search process, Chartwells was
given only three weeks preparation time. Thus, much of what
we have witnessed so far is the
result of a continuing improvement process. However, they are
very excited to be at Trinity and
are looking for ways to maintain
the quality of service that we
are used to. Along with this,
they are looking to bring a number of improvements to our dining facilities and will continue
to be open to student thought.
In regards to the cable system,
most of the changes are com-

been activated and the others
will follow in approximately
the next week.
Vending services will not be
available until negotiations between Coca-Cola and Pepsi are
complete.
Again, we ask you to be patient during these changes, and
continue to inform us of any
comments or concerns. Thank
you for your support and continuing feedback. We hope that
you are as excited as we are
about these additions to campus.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Mann, SGA
Trude Goodman, SGA

Welcome back to campus. Pillow Talk is so glad to see you.
Did you have a fun summer? Really? That's good to know. Well,
this is the time of year to close your beach bags and open those
books. Oh boy, can't wait.
Summer Muggings J L Looks like Campus Safety

takes a summer vacation too.
Oxygen, Animal Planet, and
Nick at Nite...this can't be bad.

New Cable TV System

And we thought this would be
better than Marriott...why?

New Meal Plan

OS ACG

i
ft

The Roots concert was
fun...now if only The Roots had
beenthere.

w^ "Whoops, we ran out of
New Admissions Building w material to build a roof...oh
well"
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Perpetuating the Cycle of Death
Death Penalty Only Leads to Creation of More Victims
\

BY HOPE ROTH
Opinions Writer

From all outward appearances, Lois Robison is your
fairly typical great-grandmother. She is a friendly woman
with salt and pepper hair and a
perennial smile. Recently, she
retired from teaching third
grade where she was a popular
teacher, loved by all of her students. However, one event sets
Lois off from the crowd, the execution of her son, Larry
Robison.
I met Lois this summer at a
national anti-death penalty
conference entitled, "Healing

her power to help her son, and
who was thwarted by a bureaucratic system which refused to
let her get the help that her son
so desperately needed. Larry
Robison was a paranoid schizophrenic. Lois tried for years to
get help for Larry, to try and
keep him from hurting himself
or others. On three separate occasions, she had him committed, for thirty days each time.
Unfortunately for Lois, Larry
had no history of violence. So,
even though she knew that he
was sick and that he needed
help, no judge would commit
him and she couldn't afford to
have him committed herself.
Larry had no history of vio-

So often in the death penalty debate, we ignore
the silent victims of the death penalty, the
family members of those who have been
executed.
the Wounds of Murder." The
conference was sponsored by
Murder Victims' Families for
Reconciliation. MVFR is a national organization for the family members of murder victims,
whose members are all opposed
to the death penalty. On January 21,2000, when the State of
Texas killed her son, Lois
Robison became a member.
The first thing that impressed
me about Lois was her strength.
Faced with the every day reality of dealing with the execution of her, son, Lois has
remained strong. I don't know
how many people would be capable of rising to such a challenge. Not only does she have to
live with the pain of the death
of her child, but Lois also has to
live with the stigma that comes
with being the mother of someone who has been executed.
Lois' story is one of a mother
who tried to do everything in

lence, but his first violent act
was to kill five people.
What kind of system allows
a woman like Lois to fight and
fight to get psychological treatment for her son, only to be
turned down again and again?
Larry's doctors said that he

didn't suffer, greatly. I only want
to point out that Larry's victims
and their families were not the
only people who were hurt by
what Larry did. So often in the
death penalty debate we ignore
the silent victims of the death
penalty, the family members of
those who have been executed.
This summer I met a woman
named Billie Jean Mayberry.
Her brother, Robert Glen Coe,
was the first person to be executed by Tennessee since the
reinstatement of the death penalty in 1976.
Billie Jean talked about the
pain of losing her brother and
of the stigma attached to being
the sister of such an infamous
figure in Tennessee. "People
don't make friends with the sister of Robert Glen Coe, they just
don't."
In order to allow ourselves to
carry out an execution, we must
first dehumanize the person
about to be executed. I believe
that if most supporters of the
death penalty forced themselves to think of people like
Larry Robison and Robert Glen
Coe as human beings, that if
they met people like Lois
Robison and Billie Jean
Mayberry, they would be a lot

In order to allow ourselves to carry out an
execution, we must first dehumanize the
person about to be executed.
needed help, but the.state refused to pay for it. What sort of
society won't spend the money
to treat a man like Larry, who
had serious problems, but will
spend millions of dollars to execute him?
I feel for the victims of murder, I really do. What Larry did
was absolutely wrong, and 1 do
not want to imply that the family members of his victims

more hesitant to want to warm,
up the electric criair.
Lois Robison is still fighting.
As she told me this summer,
"They thought that by executing Larry, that they could shut
me up. Well, they were wrong."
I urge any and all Trinity students who realize that the death
penalty just perpetuates the
cycle of violence to join with me
in fighting this system of death.

Parking Outside the Box
morrow you can do
doubledecker. Just leave your
Creamora mounted on the
Chickpea, and let Amy do the
driving. Find a nice Dodge
Thefollowing isa ParkingAd- Fandango, and you'll be in for
risory. Please press 7 6 after a triple treat.
r
Other recent-vintage cars
eading this column....
Does your car have a puffy
"Hell is other people," wrote
ean-Paul Sartre in No Exit, but rounded Pillsbury dough-boy
in the Collegiate world we all look, like an inflatable pillow?
know that hell is looking for a If so, then it probably is. Unbeparking place. Yet the problem knownst to many consumers,
need not be traumatic, and several car models are fully inmuch can be done to alleviate flatable, and hence, def latable,
BY D A N LLOYD
Professor of
Philosophy

The Sport Utility Vehicle or SUV is perhaps
the only nonmilitary vehicle suitable for
driving in quicksand and molten lava
it without paving another inch
of paradise, nor writing another ticket. Parking, it turns
out.dependson what you drive
- and on you.
Sport Utility Vehicles. The
ever-popular Sport Utility Vehicle or SUV is perhaps the
only non-military vehicle suitable for driving in quicksand
and molten lava — making it
the obvious car-of-choice for
many students. But SUVs also
are parking pros due to a littleknown trick in their construction: they can be stacked.
Furthermore, you don't need a
fancy crane or lift to pile on a
second layer of SUVsinaparkizig lot- the astute-parker can
self-stack a typical SUV in no
more time than it takes to pancake a squirrel.
It works like this: Suppose
you're driving your faithful
Ford Creamora, hoping to grab
your favorite parking place behind the Field House. But
when you get there, you see
your friend Amy has already
parked her Jeep Grand
ihickpea in your slot. If the
hickpea is facing you, just follow these steps:

To see if your car is one of
these, simply stand in front of
your car with your arms outstretched. Relax, and let yourself fall face first onto the
hood. If you drive an inflatable, you'll bounce pleasantly,
as on a waterbed. To deflate,
find the nozzle under either
the front or rear bumper, and
pull out the little plug. Allow
a few minutes for the car to
settle, squeeze out those last
little bits of air, and your vehicle is ready to fold and stash
in your backpack or briefcase.
When it's time to drive again,
allow a few extra minutes to
reinflate.
'
The power bfiredtitelhinking
But what if you drive neither a greenhouse gasser nor
a power puff inflatable? It's
time for a little creative thinking! Parking isn't just for parking spaces. There is space
everywhere, waiting for you,
space which is hot only widi
open but legal -For example,
when was the last time you
saw a car getting towed/rom a
dormitory loungel Have you
or anyone you know ever re-

Parking is a crucial part of your general
education (and the continuing education of
faculty, staff, and administrators).

And this is Trinity's state-of-the-art library cofjnputing center...1

1. Engage your four-wheel ceived a ticket for parking in
drive.
the library stacks'? Onarecent
2. With your Creamora in rainy day I parked my Saturn
first gear, slowly drive straight in the ferny part of the Cave,
toward the Chickpea. (Note: arid no one raised an.eyebrow.
Make sure the Parking Break Creative parkers also scoff at
the idea that parking spaces
in the Chickpea is engaged.)
3. Your car will begin to need to be horizontal. Think
climb the hood of the other. for a moment of the many verProceed slowly up the hood 1 (xcal lots around campus, with
and windshield until you are more going up all the time.
driving on top of the With a good'parking brake,
Chickpea.
any brick or concrete building
4. You should hear a loud could be great parking, and
clunk as the docking clamps maybe even save you an elevaengage between the two cars. tor trip. All these private
Important safety note: It is un- ' places are Waiting for you.
safe to stack SUVsijthe docking
Parkingin your mind
clamp isnot engaged, especially Ultimately.Mhowever, the
if Amy chooses to drive away "problem" is not spatial at all.
while your car is perched on You define "looking for parkhers. If you do ndt hear the 'ing" as undesirable. Yet while
clarnps.erigage, carefully back you search you are physically
down off theChickpea and try . and mentally alert, poised, enagain. It may take several tries gaged in a complex,calculation
to achieve the,correct align- : of thephysics,:psychology,and
m e n t . ; ' • ••..>•>••;,.: '.':/,':••:: • ':
economics of a thousandbcher
As you1 can seel this simple cars and their drivers. Parking
technique cah'greatly 'reduce' 1 ;ih short, is a crucial part of
your general education (and
parking overload. Indeed, if
yo'uHhdAfrfy ge't'fogetHer, to-" '* 'see'PAKK'dn pagefour
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Teen Grime, Parents' Problem
Amusing Ourselves to Death:
BY NATE BAKER
Public Discourse in the Age of
Opinions Writer
Show Business (1985) illustrates
this: "Parents embraced Sesame
If you've been reading Street Mt] appeared to justify alNewsweek or The New York lowing a four- or five-year-old to
Times within the past six sit transfixed in front of a telemonths then you've undoubt- vision screen...At the same time,
edly read, seen, or ignored ar- Sesame Street relieved them of
ticles concerning the rising the responsibility of teaching
number of single-parent house- their preschool children how to
holds in America. Some claim read."
that this is an important step for
Even in 1985 we can see an
feminism: liberating women awareness of the unwitting atfrom the trenches of male- tempts to substitute television
dominated marriage and dem- for quality family time. But
onstrating their capable what happens in 2001 when
independence.
single parents who can't give
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SGA President Makes Predictions For Academic Year

programs will continue to be issue of parking is one that will
To the Editor:
Allow me to take this oppor- several weeks apart and this not go away, until the trustees,
tunity to welcome everyone year's Commencement will be administrators and students on
this campus are willing to work
back to campus for the start of unchanged.
the 2001-2002 school year. I
There is still much more to be together and tackle the issue
have always believed that done for the well being of every • head on. In the upcoming SGA
elections, there will be
change is a good thing. Over Trinity student.
the course of the last six
Already, a committee of stu- a referendum question asking
months, our
college dents, faculty and trustees, are students if they would be willhas endured
tremendous working diligently to find a suc- ing to pay a significantly higher
change.
cessor to Evan S.Dobelle. Davis parking fee, in exchange for a
One of the biggest changes
has been with the College's food
Do we, as a collective
community
service provider. As recomrecognize
Greek
organizations
asaccepted
mended by the Dining Services
I've seen Aliens, listened to Dr. Ore, and killed Advisory Committee from the and vibrant organizations on the Trinity
year's bid process, the
countless government grunts in Half-life, and previous
College campus?
Chartwells Corporation will be
have still failed to commit teen violence.
our new food service provider.
In my judgment, this change Albohm, '02, and Laura Rand, secure parking area, such as a
If you haven't been living un- their children the time have no was a huge victory for the stu- '03 are
both putting parking garage.
dent body. The administration in enormous time and commitder a rock for the past three choice?
Last year, the SGA voted overChildren need stable home listened to our concerns and
years then you're also undoubtment
into
the
presidential
whelmingly
to support the
edly aware of the rise in teen lives that teach them values followed our recommenda- search process.
concept
of
a
multicultural
disviolence, most importantly in solid enough to overcome the tions.
tribution
requirement.
The
In
the
last
couple
of
days,
our schools. This event was violence-ridden messages of the
The Chartwells Meal Plan
student body at large supstruck home by the massacre at media. This stability is not cre- options mirror the recommen- many Trinity students have
ported the concept last year in
approached
me
to
ask
me
what
ated
by
single
parents
who
Columbine,
accentuated
dations of the Student Govern- qualities I think the next Col- a referendum vote. The chalthroughout the following year work all hours of the day. Rais- ment Association and the
lenge now will be implementby scattered accounts of teen ing a kid is a full-time job; it is Dining Advisory Committee. lege President should have.
I think we can all agree that ing the concept, and putting
suicides, homemade bombs, not something that is done on First and second year students
and more school shootings.
the side after a hard day's work. will be required to take part in the next president of Trinity theory into actual practice. I
I'm not suggesting that every a mandatory meal plan, which College, whoever he or she look forward to working with
At the risk of sounding like a
kid
who comes from a single will offer 14 and 19 meal plan might be, has big shoes to fill. faculty and administrators toracist, I am going to add that the
In my judgment, the next wards that end.
fact that these shootings oc- parent household is doomed to options. Sophomores who live
president
must be prepared to
The issue of fraternities and
curred in white suburbia is sig- do poorly in school, have a in cooking units or who are
nificant: unlike the gang breakdown, and shoot up the members of recognized eating build on the successes of the last sororities will once again be a
shooters in city ghettos, this place. Obviously <sarcasm> clubs will only be required to six years, but at the same time major issue that will serve as a
new breed has no real reason to Newsweeh's infallible data and purchase a declining balance look inward, with an emphasis point of contention between .
be so angry with, society that my equally infallible opinions plan of $250,00 dollars per se- on the student experience at faculty, students and trustees.
Trinity, in all aspects of college Do we, as a collective commuthey should submit to these vio- <sarcasm> .are representative
, andi
p^itfit*-4fc#»^WK. JMftftect\wl^tid.
.9lily^flBBdsaj4s»iW
eacnon social.
administrators recognize Greek
Rise in single parents. Risein no means applicable to everytaken by Trinity was in the best
While our previous presi- organizations as accepted and
teen violence. Can't be a coinci- one.
Nor am I suggesting we go interests of the student body. dent helped revive and resur- vibrant organizations on the
dence. While the specific example of the Columbine kids back to the Donna Reed era We negotiated a plan that was rect Trinity's reputation, both Trinity College campus, and do
did not come from single-par- (hoorah for feminism and all embraced by a majority of stu- around the country and around we feel that they are an integral
ent households, it's a doubtful' that), but the importance of a dents who voiced their opinions the world, our next college part of Trinity's rich history?
accident that, as the number of family member who devotes all, on the issue.
What all of us must be willpresident must revive and
Over the-course of the last resurrect the student body.
divorced and single parents in- or else two who devote some, of
ing to do is come to the table,
creases, so do the incidents of their time cannot be stressed
and have an open and honest
enough. Family values are beteen violence in schools.
discussion about this issue, and
Our college's reputation can only grow and resolve it. . •
There is, as yet, no hard data ing sacrificed as a result of the
proving that the increase in teen disintegration of the typical
These are just some of the
prosper if we foster an environment that
violence is relatedto the rise in nuclear family. Interpreted memany issues that we will tackle
allows young adults to do the same.
single parents. But there is data dia values perhaps replace
in the coming year. I will be
them,
but
raising
our
children
proving that children in single
hosting lunches in Mather Hall,
parent households do more is neither the responsibility of three years, student leaders have This will take a president who once a month, for the student
poorly academically and are the television nor should it be been working cooperatively to is committed to the changes set body to voice their concerns on
more prone to emotional and/ considered as such.
secure a universal debit card forth in the Student Life Master any issue relevant to student
that can be used for the meal Plan. Our'.coilege's reputation life on campus.,
Children need stable home lives that teach plan, library, laundry, as well as can only grow and prosper if. Once again, my many
machines and other we foster an environment that thanks to the administrators
them values solid enough to overcome the vending
venues such as the college book- allows young adults to do the and college personnel who
violence-ridden messages of the media.
store. This universal debit card, same. ,
,
helped us tackle many diffi;. . - •
commonly referred to as the "T- . The SGA will hold ajTown cult issues over the summer.
or social problems (my source
This is a matter that, for us as- CARD" will begin this fall.
Hall Meeting at one of its To the student body, thank
being
the ever-reliable the next generation^ potential
We Have secured a new cable regularly scheduled meetings you for your continued interNewsweek article).
',': parents, is "more than just a contract with approximately 65; to discuss this issue alone, and est in student life on the Trin' And from a personal stand- . trivial social concern. This is a new cable channels. '•••]['.;: •will actively seek .student in- ity.campus. • , . . . ,
point I feel that 1) emotional period in our lives when we beAlso, a decision was made put. • • •
I look forward to working
problems serve as a catalyst for gin to "plan our future," to pon- during the summer not to comWhile we work to find a with all of you.
teen violence, thereby at least der what we will be and how we
bine Reunion and Commence- new president, we must also
indirectly being responsible, see ourselves ten, twenty, fifty
ment" for this coming May.. tackle difficult issues this year
Sincerely,
and 2) a weaker family struc- years down the road, What
Until
we
have
a
new
president
that
will
ultimately
have
a
posiTimothy M. Herbst
ture leads to less "family time," kind of a value we choose to
SGA President
and;therefore less stress on place on family life in, general to weigh in on this issue, these tive impact on student life. The
strengthening positive values.
and our children in particular
Sortie people blame the media is, however unconsciously,
: for the rise in teen violence: partly being determined now,
The parents of today's youth
graphic movies, "kill-a-coppa"
gangsta music, and.shoot-em- made their .decisions to be
continued from page three
who realize that every student clearly our potential. The colsingle parents for good reasons: the continuing education of fac- currently looking for a parking lege can help by digging more •
upvideogames.':.
But I've seen Aliens, listened some did it to-be liberated front ulty, staff, and administrators). place is a student who is not tak- large holes and erecting more
to Dr. Dre, and .killed i^puntiess ' the conformist norm as a; posi- That is why the Curriculum ing up precious seminar, dining orange barriers. But it is finally
government gruhts in^alj-Ii/e, tiye:Step|brieminisrn, others Committee.is considering a hall, or dorm space. At Harvard, up to each of us with cars to
and (as far as^ jknow), have still' did.it follbwingtheir revelation- Parking Requirement for gradu- for example, close to half the overcome our distaste for the
failed to commit teen:violence. that the.possibility of two ation, mandating a certain student body is looking for quest. Gentlemen and GentleNot simply because I cbme from. peQpleb^ei'nl.togetherJ for the number of hours spent circling parking at any time. At Yale, women, start your engines. (I
a =twd.^a|^rtt;1.hb;i4sehold: be-:• . rest of their lives was -hot\fea- as a- part of the BA: degree. A that number is around 40%. think I saw someone leave a spot
cause tKeHin'e my--paTents af-• • s i b l e . - •-••-.: " - * * - • ••••-«T.!-" .'-;v'-: Major in "Parking Studies" is also; Our own percentage of cruisers, on Summit, down by New Britforded vrnS exemplified values __. Bur. w,e.see the unfortunate in the works. The strategic - 10%, reflects a promising start. ain.)
|
thsiFdpcisjori
that overrode those presented1! ' Cons|cvuencesof
|
p , , valu'eof maximizing the num- Biit far more of us must look for
DanLloydisaprofessorinthe
I
by a twenty eight-inch box.
how: The: media Isn't res'poh- ber of cruisers has not been lost parking if Trinity is to achieve Philosophy Department- His.. j
A quote from Neil Postman's sible for our children. We are.
on the nation's elite schools, the academic glory that is so: other car is abicyde.
' '

How to Park Outside the Box

;
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On The Beat Once Mysterious T-Card
Becomes Campus Reality
One One Tiioysatid
On September 8 at 11:36 PM a fire alarm went off in
Jarvis, Seabury and Northam Towers. Both Hartford Fire
Department and Campus Safety reported to the scene, the
fire department discovered that the alarm originated from
the shunt next to Jarvis A101. There were no obvious reasons - other than student tampering - why the alarm went
off.

Two One Th©ysand
A fire alarm also went off on September 8 in Wheaton
dormitory at 12:44 AM. When Campus Safety arrived on
the scene a student explained that the alarm had originated when he lifted his mattress and hit the smoke detector, causing the lid to fall off. Hartford Fire Department
responded to the scene and turned off the alarm.

Three One Thousand
At 1:03 AM on September 10, a fire alarm was pulled in
Jones. The students had all evacuated the building by the
time Campus Safety arrived. Hartford Fire Department
drove up shortly thereafter. As the fire department was
disarming the alarm, a Campus Safety officer took statements from several students who had seen the suspect pull
the alarm. The matter is being investigated.

I See Dead People
Around 2:00 AM on September 7 a student reported being woken up by the sound of glass being broken in his
room. He also reported hearing voices in his room. When
Campus Safety responded they found no one in the area.
The matter is under investigation. Bui Idings and Grounds
was called to replace the glass.

And My Party FavorIs...
After a gathering of about 17-25 students in his High
Rise 302 common room a student returned to his bedroom
and discovered that his laptop was missing. He notified
Campus Safety around 10:30 PM on September 7. The student specified that there was not necessarily a correlation
between the gathering in his room and the theft. The
laptop was valued at around $1,700.

First-Year Initiation
TCERT and Campus Safety responded to a call from
Little dormitory about 10:30 PM on September 7. There
was a student passed out on the men's bathroom floor. He
had vomited earlier in the evening but was completely
unresponsive by the time both parties arrived. A student
who was with the young man reported that the student
in question had consumed large quantities of alcohol earlier in the evening. TCERT called the fire department rescue team and the student was transported to Hartford
Hospital for evaluation

Singing in the... Sprinklers?
On September 10 around 2:19 AM Campus Safety reported to the athletic fields to check out a call about suspicious activity. The encountered a group of students
behaving loudly and boisterously, and the officers requested that the quiet down. As the officers were leaving
the fields, the noticed an Hispanic male in his early 20's
who appeared to be in a confused state of mind. He refused to answer questions and began to bathe himself in
the water from the sprinkler head near the football grandstands while being questioned.
When the officers asked that he leave campus, he refused. He then ran toward them in a malicious manner,
but the officers were able to restrain him. They handcuffed
the man and called Hartford Police department HPD arrested the man and took him to Hartford Hospital for
evaluation, because he appeared to be very confused and
not in a coherent mental state.

realize that the T-Card is also
usabie in the Cave and the Bistro, an alternative to meal plans
and cash.
As students trickle down to
It is important to avoid conthe laundry rooms after their fusion on this note, though. The
first week back, many have be- T-Card is separate from the meal
gun to observe that the coin plan. Each student ID card now
slots have been removed from has two accounts on it: one for
the majority of the washing the Chartwells' and one for the
machines. Thus marks the T-Card account. Thus a student
quiet arrival of the mysterious who has subscribed to the meal
T-Card.
plan with Chartwells Dollars
A concept made only of ru- has flex options in the Cave, but
i BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
News Editor

A concept made only of rumors for over a
year, the T-Card is now a reality on this
campus.
mors for over a year, the T-Card
is now a reality on this campus.
What, though, is it exactly,
many students are wondering,
and why do we have one? Operated by Blackboard - the same
company that provides Trinity's
virtual classroom - the T-Card is,
in essence, a campus debit card.
As the hardware is installed
across campus, the T-Card's uses
will be ever increasing.
Currently the T-Card is operational in about half the
dorms on campus. The rest will
be T-Card accessible by the end
of the month. This card is not
limited to cleaning your clothes,
though. Many students don't

these will not allow him to do
laundry. Every student needs to
put money on their T-Card in
order to use the laundry machines. These "Bantam Bucks"a phrase coined by SGA President Tim Herbst - will give students access to the range of
options offered by the T-Card.
Money can be put on the TCard in a variety of ways. The
current option is to use a Value
Transfer Machine located in
Mather Hall. This will accept
cash; the lowest denomination
is a five-dollar bill. Soon there
will be another VTM installed
on the north side of campus in
Campus Safety. Mather front

desk also has the necessary
hardware to make payments
onto a T-Card; checks can be
used at the front desk. Perhaps
most exciting to students is the
online payment option, which
will be operational in the near
future. With this option, parents and grandparents can deposit money onto the T-Card as
well.
Why would anyone want
that much money on their TCard? Because the range of options available for its use is
rapidly expanding. Trinity
hoped to have the vending machines on campus T-Card operational before students
arrived, but an unexpected
glitch occurred. According to
Amy Howard, director of Residential Life, there is currently a
dispute between Coke and Pepsi
vying for our attention. "I'm not
sure if either one is bidding for
an exclusive contract yet," commented Howard. "We're not getting involved, really." The
vending machines will be accepting T-Cards.once the two
companies resolve the issue.
While the T-Card usage is
currently limited to campus
use, Trinity is beginning the
process of speaking to outside
vendors. Don't be surprised if
soon you can pay for your midnight pizzas with your Trinity
ID.

Construction Plan Updates
Two New Campus Projects Make Master Plans a Reality
continued from page one
parallel parking has been
banned on Vernon Street until
its completion sometime during the summer of 2002. Also,
because Vernon Street is one of
the primary social gathering
places on the weekends, Campus Safety is urging students to
be mindful of the construction
debris and to take caution
when walking along and crossing the street.
The second massive project is
the building of the Library and
Information Technology Center. The effort, which began
with
a
ceremonial
groundbreaking in May 2001 is
scheduled to be completed in
the winter of 2002.
In order to begin the construction, the library staff had
to prepare to have many of their
collections moved. The majority of the invasive construction
was completed over the summer; the current activities are
scheduled to interfere as minimally as possible in day-to-day
operations. Studying spaces are
still available in the library, as
are the majority of the collections. Additional study spaces
have been provided at remote
locations on campus, especially
for senior thesis writers. Any
collections that are currently
misplaced due to construction
are accessible by request to the
library staff.
The major focus of this plan
is to combine the computer
center with the library facilities. This will allow both study
places to be open and accessible

to students twenty-four hours
a day. There are also plans to increase study spaces and make
more comfortable nooks in
which to congragate.
There's also a major construction site on Allen Place,
where the final touches are being added to the new Hillel
House. The Hillel House follows on the heels of two other
cultural houses - the ASSA
house and the La Voz Latina
headquarters - which were
opened last fall. These three
houses are integral steps in the
Campus Strategic plan targeting ways to support and encourage Trinity's increasing
diversity. The Hillel house is

currently scheduled to be open
in November of 2001.
The current projects represent further steps in the Campus Master Plan. As these
projects shift from the design
board to reality, there are other
projects waiting in the wings.
Depending on fund-raising
schedules, look forward to seeing renovations on Jarvis, Austin Arts Center, various
classrooms and laboratories
and the Chapel, among others.
Hopefully, for the sake of students and faculty, these new
projects will commence after
we've had time to enjoy the
completion of the current construction.

An up-close view of the Library and
information Technology Center
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New Campus Parking Plans Provoke Confusion
different from permits given to
continued from page one
There have been significant juniors and seniors; sophomore'
changes in the lots available to permits indicate special perstudents from any class. De- mission to park in the Learning
spite the construction on Corridor.
Vernon Street, the lots behind
One student, after being
Highrise and North dormitories towed from a campus lot/atare open, although they are only tempted to park in the Learning
accessible from Allen Place. Corridor, but found.it inaccesStudent parking at Ferris has sible. The student then apbeen limited to the lowest west- proached Campus Safety who
ern lot, closest to Broad Street. told her that she could park her
The majority of student parking car in the Ferris Athletic Cenis located at the far south side of ter lot. Again, it was towed.
campus, in the lots behind
"We're in a situation where
Clemens, Anadama and Stowe. we have to be patient," says Mor-

hours. During the week it closes;
at 11:00 PM, 2.00 AM on Friday
and Saturday nights, and it is
closed on Sundays. Campus
Safety is allowing those sophomores who need their cars over
the weekend to park them in the
Broad/Vernon South lot and in
the rear of Ferris, The cars must
be returned to the Learning
Corridor on Monday morning.
"I drove around campus this
morning (Wednesday) and 1
. was really pleased," says Sharon
Herzberger, Vice President of
Student Services. "It's new and

Another problem for the sophomores Who
have resigned themselves to the long walk
from the Learning Corridor is that the garage
is not open 24 hours.
There is no student parking on
Summit Street. Sophomore
parking is even more limited.
The 75 sophomores that received parking permits are now
required to park in the Learning
Corridor garage, located after
20 Brownell Avenue. Many of
these students have found it difficult to access this garage. One
sophomore reported that many
of his friends have tried to park
there, but either couldn't get in
or found it too inconvenient, so
. they now 'just park wherever."
Campus Safety has tried to
make it clear to sophomores
that any car found parked on
campus will be towed without
warning. These cars are identifiable because the parking per-

difficult, but I think this plan
has been successful so far."
Herzberger also states, however, that she has fielded her fair
share of complaints, primarily
from faculty. "Everyone is suffering, but learning to abide by
therules."
Morris acknowledges that
"there will be slowdowns and
changes, but we^ill accommodate that...the Master Plan is one
of the best things that's happened to this school, and it is
improving Trinity."
In the meantime, however,

many sophomores have attempted to avoid the inconvenience of either not having a
parking permit or parking in
the Learning Corridor by parking on City streets, such as Allen
Place and Crescent Street.
"We are working closely with
Mike West (Vice President of Finance), Buildings and Grounds,
and Gilbane Construction
Company," says Morris. "And
there are now surveys being
done by the College, looking at
what direction we go from
here."

Trinity College
Parking Areas

ris. "We are towing more cars
than before," In the past week,
in fact, over 50 cars have been
towed and over 300 tickets have
teen issued. "It's hard to get everyone to conform to the rules
around campus," adds Morris.
According to the sophomores, however, they have not
been informed enough to be
able to abide by these rules. The
same student whose car was
towed twice also received a
ticket while parked in the
Learning Corridor, for she was
unaware that student parking is
restricted to the fourth level.
Another problem for the
sophomores who have resigned
themselves to the long walk
from the Learning Corridor is

Selected lophomore
Corridor Curiige lo<
Avenue. The garage
traveling eiut towar
Handicapped Park
Mather Hall, Sealii
M C i t , linlldcn Jt
& The New Attaint

Faculty and.S

Student Parking

e

There i» no parking at uny time along the driveway to the new
Adjulisiom/Cirwr Servkei Building or on Vernon St. Fire
Lane, Driveway or Parking Lot

Those parking on city streets (:
Allen, Crescent, and New Brill
the laws and regulations of the

Career Services
THE BEST WAYTO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines and fall Hours
Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting

-Friday, September 14, 2001BrainTrust - Editorial Assistant
Town of Greenwich - Entry Level Police Officer
-Saturday, September 15,2001Congregational Church of Plainville Director of Music/Organist
EarthRights International - Teaching Assistant
Jehzabar, Inc. -•Recep'tionst/AdministratiVe Assistant
-Monday, September 17, 2001The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. Hartford Actuarial Student Program

3

i

i

-Friday, September 28, 2001Mi Casa Family Services & Educational Center, Inc. Site Coordinator
Miss Porter's School - Campaign Associate
Miss Porter's School - Database Administrator
New School University - Admissions Counselor
Peterson Consulting - Engineering Associate
TRC Environmental Corporation - Industrial Hygienist/ Environmental Scientist - Health & Safety Division

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information at:
http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/career/students/welcome.
htm and click on log in.
OR visit us on our NEW location on the first floor of the
Admissions and Career Service Center!
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM

-Friday, September 28,2001Daemen College - Education Assistant Director
Guatemala Accompaniment Project Human Rights Observers
Lyme Academy of Fine Arts -Teacher of English
Composition and English Lit. (Adjunct)
Mi Casa Family Services & Educational Center, Inc. Case Manager

Call x2080 for an appointment with a Career Specialist,
or drop in from 12:00 PM to 4:30 PM Monday • Friday

NEW!
Wednesday evening drop-in hours!
6:00 PM -9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting Calendar of Events often for
updates on important Career Services events -
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Student Volunteers Rally to Make This Year's
Do-It Day an Overwhelmingly Helpful Success
mer.
"We had pretty good numbers and the
News Writer
most amount of participating sites compared to the past two years," commented
This past Saturday the Office of Com- Barber.
munity Service and Civic Engagement
Melissa Pytlak '02 has been
sponsored the third annual Do-It Day. strategising since this pastjune and was
The event is a campus-wide community instrumental in pulling together all the
service event that brought Trinity stu- elements this fall. According to Pytlak,
dent volunteers out to many of Hartford's over 130 sites were contacted this sumneighborhoods. This year there were 32 mer, as well as restaurants that were
service sites around the city, a jump of asked to donate food for an after-party.
12 from last year's event. A total of 218
According to Pytlak, Do-It Day was a
Trinity students participated Saturday, very positive opportunity for Trinity stuthe highest number in the event's history. dents. "I wanted the students to get into
Students participated in activities that Hartford and to discover the various
ranged from park cleanup to painting community service possibilities that exand landscaping at shelters, churches, ist here. Also, working on sites with a
the Connecticut riverfront, and other small group of people allows you to besites.
come friendly with new people on camAssociate Director of Community Ser- pus."
vice Joe Barber reported that Do-It Day
One Do-It Day site was based at Pope
2001 readied goals set earlier in the sum- Park, just down the street from Trinity.
There, students worked with VNA
Healthcare and participated in a reading
BY DAVIS AIBOHM

MICHAEL POLLACK

Volunteers got to play with paint

while helping others

day to see the community makes me
want to help. There are definitely a lot
of community service opportunities in
Hartford."

"Coming out today to see the community makes me
want to help. There are definitelya lot of community
service opportunities in Hartford." Chase Nelson '05

»•-

1CI [I "i L O
Stephen Bonsu painting the
townatDo-ltDay

marathon for children.
Site leader Allison Chin '04 enjoyed
her time there immensely, commenting
"Do-It Day is a very important event on
the Trinity campus. Many Trinity students do not do any community service,
and this is a great opportunity to introduce it to them."
Chase Nelson '05 stated that Do-It
Day was a great introduction to community service at Trinity. ' Coming out taj

New Expanded Cable
Options for Students
BY KATE HUTCHINSON

News Writer

Over the summer, the cable system at
Trinity underwent an upgrade. While
AT&T remains the College's cable provider, Trinity now subscribes to the expanded basic system. Over 70 cable
channels will now be offered, including
two College-run channels and a wider
selection of foreign language channels.
However, the transition from the old
system to the new is not yet complete.
The transition was a large undertaking
that AT&T was unable to complete before the return of student to campus for
the new academic year. During the upcoming week, a group of AT&T representatives will be on-campus to remedy
some of the current complaints, including picture quality and other trouble
spots. At the moment, Yernon St. residents appear to experience more trouble
with the cable than other areas, but

wider distribution problems will be addressed primarily. The College asks for
patience from students while the technicians from AT&T work to resolve the
current difficulties.
During this time, the Audio Visual
Department is acting as the initial intermediary for the technicians. Any complaints in regards to the new cable
system should be directed to the Audio
Visual Department at x2422 for submission to AT&T. At a later date, AT&T will
provide a direct 800 number to be used
by students for reporting cable problems.
In the near future, students will have
the option to receive premium cable
channels, such as HBO. Arrangements
for premium channels must be made directly between students and AT&T, with
students being billed directly. In order to
receive premium channels, students wi 11
be provided with a digital cable box by
AT&T following the arrangement, of a
deposit. The same arrangements apply
for digital channels.

Another service site in Hartford was
at the office of South End Community
Services (SECS). Operations Director
Lisa Mottola oversaw a group of ten Trinity students who helped repaint the office. SECS is a social service agency on
Franklin Avenue which provides full
day childcare, elderly services, adult
employment training among other services

very helpful," stated Mottola. "We have
been wanting to paint for a while, but it
would have been an impossible task
without the help of the students."
Eileen Garrity '02 worked at SECS
with teammates from the Trinity rugby
team. "I thought it would be a great way
to unify the team and get involved in
community service at the same time."
A teammate of Garrity, Ellie Maletta
'02 also enjoyed the experience. "It was
great to be able to reach out to the community. It was also fun working with
people so passionate about what they
do," she said.
Praxis, the community service themed
dormitory, took a leading role in this
year's Do-It Day.
"We had 100% participation from all
of our residents and it was a great way
to build a community within our dorm
as well as helping organizations around
the city" stated Praxis coordinator Dana
Betterton '02.
Praxis members were site leaders at
many different locations.
The Avery Heights Nursing Home was
the site of another group of Trinity volunteers Saturday. Talia Krohn '02 spent
her Saturday assembling craft kits for the
elderly residents.
"The event was so well organized and
everything ran smoothly. It also felt good
to do something for the older residents
of Hartford,"she observed.
:.-,;••
By any count, Do-It.Day was a great
success. Nearly 3 times the amount of
sites participated, and it was the largest
student turnout yet. But don't just trust
the statistics, proof of Trinity's students
service can be found in 32 sites around
Hartford and in the faces of all they
Jnelped

Saturday "Jazz in the Chapel" at 5:00 PM

This is a series of bimonthly times for spiritual
reflection aided by alternative music.

Schedule for Fall. 2001
September 22 Featuring "Hot Cat Jazz"
led by Ross Tucker
September 29 Featuring David ChevanA/Varren Byrd
and their band playing
Afro-Semitic Spiritual Music in Jazz

1 October 20 "Hot Cat Jazz" led by Ross Tucker
October 27 David Chevan & Warren Byrd
..

'

•!•

' ' -

November 10 David Chevan/yVarren Byrd & Band

* ;„{

November 17 "Hot Cat Jazz" led by Ross Tucker
December 8 "Hot Cat Jazz" led by Ross Tucker
Net a spoiled Trin Student... Jen y's Artoi arna provided
transportation for students needing supplies this week.

IWA1

December 15 David Chevan & Warren Byrd
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this, Friday he hired a new executive
contiued from page one
provide us with a product at Marriott's chef, John Holland, for the Bistro to be
level or better," observed Davis Albohm someone who can spend the majority of
their focus there.
'02.
"The Bistro is very unique; we want to
"Students are probably seeing lots of
physical changes in Mather," com- reflect that in the Food. We want to demented Ed Taraskewich, Director of liver something better, not typical,"
Campus Dining. "We moved in without noted Taraskewich.
Chartwells is also very concerned
seeing how the room was laid out before.
We're still figuring out what works... it's about providing the things thatstudents
want.
getting better."
The physical changes in the Cave and
"I like for e-mails to come in so 1 can
the smoothie bar in the Bistro have been discuss things," said Taraskewich. "Call

Unknown to many students, though, is the fact that
when Marriott left, they removed all their equipment
from the dining rooms and kitchens.
some of the more obvious visible manifestations of a new vendor, but
Taraskewich hopes that things won't
stop there. He is determined to focus
both on the quality of the food and the
quality of the service. As an example of

Our executively *

me if you can't find something. We read
the Beef Board. We're listening."
On the same hand, though, part of the
excitement of a new. service vendor is
seeing and encouraging the new ideas
and changes.
"We have our own ideas, concepts.
We're very excited about them," observed.
Taraskewich.
Students currently have mixed reviews.
Andrew Pearl '02 commented, "I think •
overall the food is better than what
Marriott served, but I'm not sure they are
prepared for Trinity students. Selection
for vegetarians, vegaris and those who request Kosher or special dietary consideration is not up to par, particularly-1
considering that the-rfieal plan is mandatory for half of the school. If they a,re
going to force people'to eat their food,
they will have to be more attentive to individual needs than they seem accustomed to doing"
As the semester progresses, s^uc]
sHbtud \D<#'fcjfflftrOT%t#l*frft$
tions, wider options lot vegetarians and

vegans and students with special dietary
needs, according to Taraskewich. Ticket
nights will return, as well as the occasional theme night in Mather. Students
who frequented special nights at the Bistro won't be disappointed either.
Chartwells plans to revive this tradition
with the help of Holland.

needs and previous expectations is admirable. It is important that students
know they are being listened to. On the
other hand, this first year with a new
vendor is a unique opportunity to
explorenew possibilites. As students get
used to the changes, they will hopefully
become more receptive to exploring

"Don't tell me Chartwells stinks. Tell me what you didn't
like today and give me a chance to make it better
tomorrow." Ed Taraskewich, Director of Campus Dining
. The most important thing - for stu- things that Chartwells bring to the table.
"We want to have a relationship with
dents and Ghartwells - is flexibility.
WhileClurtwells has been very willing the student body," concluded
to respond to suggestions and requests Taraskewich. "Don't tell me Chartwells
. Tidl rue what you didn't like tofrom students, irts now students' .turn
ad |p«%^©hiatice to make it bj:tChartwells' effort to cater to students' let tomonow.

Join the Trinity College
Jewish Community for the Celebration of the Jewish
High Holidays

OHM

MaryRTk
cordially ixivif e tixe
campus community- to a

EREV KOSH HASHANAH
DINNER AND SERVICES
Monday, September 17, 6:00 pm
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall
FIRST DiCY ROSE HASHANAH
SERVICES AND LUNCH
Tuesday, September 18, 10:00 AM
Reese Room, Smith House

SECOND DAY RQSHHASHANAH

o n IJaitrsday,

:emJber
President's House
p.m.
ease RSVP to x254i
onoay,

Wednesday, September 19
Trinity College students will be welcome at
congregations in the greater Hartford area. Home
jhospitality for meals is available,
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES
Wednesday, September 26 and Thursday* September 27
Trinity College students will be welcome at Kol Nidre
and Yom Kippur services at congregations in the greater
Hartford area.
YOM KIPPUR BREAKFAST
'hursday, September 27,6-9 pm
resident's House, hosted by President Ron Thomas and
ean of Students Mary Thomas
To make reservations for meals and arrangements for
losh Hashanah and Yom Kippur tickets and
transportation, please call Hillel at 297-2280 or email
Asa. Kassow @ trincoll. edu.
Sponsored by Hillel at Trinity College

Let Yodn Vbice
BeHeard!

and Class Officer
Representatives
Tuesday, September 18
9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Mather Hall
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Fresh Sounds at the Freshmen A Cappella Show
BY JIM SETHNA

Arts Editor

The Trinity campus buzzed
with excitement after finishing
the first week of school. However, for some students, the real
excitement was seeing the first
performances of Trinity's beloved a cappella groups.
For those readers who are not
familiar with these groups,
there are now five altogether.
After Dark and the Accidentals
are two all-male groups. The
Trinitones are the sole all-female group, while the Trinity
Pipes and the newly created
Vobella feature both male and
female performers.
Most of the a capella groups
on campus perform in individual concerts, or with one
other group. These concerts are
refreshing and well worth the
time.
Unfortunately, a huge fivegroup concert is rare, but when
it does happen, it is something
truly special. This past Friday's
concert at Hamlin Hall certainly did not disappoint.
The show was essentially an
introduction and recruitment

for freshman, as well as a reminder to upperclassmenof the
a cappella talent on campus.
For this reason, each group only
sang a few songs.
The newly created group
Vobella started the show off
with a grand performance.
Such songs as "If I Ever Fall in
Love" brought loud rounds of
applause from art appreciative
audience.
The Trinitones took their turn
next and amazed everyone with
the beauty of their voices. The
evening's hosts, the Trinity
Pipes, gave a powerful performance.
After Dark followed the Pipes,
and the boys did a great job.
They provided a rich sound that
was appreciated by all.
Finally, the last group of the
night, the Accidentals, came
onstage. They blew the crowd
away. Their form was incredible,
their singing was brilliant, and
everyone enjoyed himself immensely. The show ended to
thunderous, well-deserved applause, an especially harmonious sound to the performers'
ears.
This was not an ordinary
concert by any means. Aside

i.1).
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The Trinitones enjoy themselves while singing a number for the mammoth audience
at Hamlin Hall last Friday. Each of Trinity's five a cappella groups sang that night.

from the obvious fact that this
was the debut performance of
Vobella, this was also a chance
for freshmen and other students
to try out for one of the groups.
The Trinitones auditioned
many new female voices. The
other four groups did not get as
many auditioners, but still had
a healthy showing..
Most of the people in

attendence were ecastic about
the show, After the show, some
students weighed in with their
opinions. A junior, who for
some reason wished to remain
anonymous, stated, "These singers obviously have a lot of talent. Their preparation for such
an event must have been daunting, but the end product was
well worth it."

This concert certainly whetted the campus' appetite for future a cappella performances.
There will be more concerts
coming up soon, and everyone
on campus should definitely
take advantage of them. The
quality of music that the a
cappella groups provide is a
unique experience not found
anywhere else on campus.

A Moving, Revealing Tribute to Matthew Shepard
The Laramie Project at Theaterworks Shows Tragedy Through the Eyes of the Locals
BY ADRIAN KUDLER

Arts Editor

- In November 1998, a group 6J»actors travelled to Laramie,
Wyoming. They were there to explore a crime and a town. Over
the next year, they conducted
more than 200 interviews with
the people ofLaramie. The result
is a new play about hope, hate,
fear and courage. It is the true
story of an American town after
Matthew Shepard. .
Thus is the premise of The
Laramie Project, Theaterworks'
latest play. The three acts feature
eleven actors portraying over
sixty characters from Laramie,
with information gathered
from six visits to the small Wyoming tow n. The actors also read
entries from their own journals,
written during their experiences. Character switches are
noted by minor costume adjustments, like jackets or shawls,
that are subtle and effective.
The play is. generally
minimalist, performed on a
small, wooden stage, with only
one backdrop: an orange and
black Wyoming sky. The result
is a moving account of the tragedy of Matthew Shepard's beating and death, told from the
people who surrounded and
witnessed the event.
Characters in The Laramie
Project include a local limo
driver, Shepard's college advisor,
Laramie ranchers, friends of
Shepard, townies and doctors.
Some of these people knew,
Shepard, some only learned his
name after the incident, but all
witnessed the chaos that descended upon their town when
he was found, bloody and halfalive, tied to a fencepost out on
the prairie., .
The play begins with the introduction of a few characters,
people who attest to the general
quiet atmosphere of Laramie.
Locals tell how almost everyone

in town knows one another,
how most people make an honest living there and follow the
maximof "live and let live." Stn-

newfound fear, and Shepard's
friends explain how they discovered what had happened.
We learn that Shepard's at-

ing about the relationship that
developed with his patients'
family.
The most interesting aspect

Shepard's school, the University
of Wyoming, discuss the relationship between the college
and the town.
Jebediah Schultz, a student, is
a particularly dynamic character. Outspoken and cheery, he
tells the story of winning an
acting contest with a scene
from Angels in America, a play
about homosexuals. Despite the
fact that his triumph allowed
him to attend college, his parents refused to see his performance, and he claims that he
still thinks that God did not intend homosexuality.
As the first act continues, the
people who knew Shepard begin to tell their stories. Romaine
Patterson, a close friend and a
lesbian, tells of his friendly nature and disregard for material
wealth. The act culminates in
the story of Matthew's beating.
First, the bartender and owner
of the Sidewinder, the bar in
which Shepard met his attackers, testify to what they witnessed. Then, the man who
found Shepard tied to the pole
and called the police begins his
story. The policewoman who
answered the call chimes in
next, and finally the doctor who
treated Shepard when he first
arrived at the hospital rounds
out the chorus. The result of
these three voices mixing together, in addition to the story
they are telling, is stirring and
emotional.
The second act picks up the
next part of the story, with
Shepard unconscious in the
hospital. Some Laramie .locals
talk about their realization of
the prejudices that existed in
their town, others tell how they
believe Shepard was "asking" for
what he got. A lesbian professor
at the University describes her

Aaron McKinney, were found
with Shepard's shoes and
money in their car, and that
they were arrested during, his
hospitalization. During this act,
the CEO of the hospital in
which Shepard was being
treated appears repeatedly, talk-

Laramie Project is the portrayal
of the media's role in the entire
incident. Repeatedly, locals attest to the change that occurred
when the press descended, soon
after Shepard's hospitalization.
Each person claims that people
wanted to talk when they

learned of the tragedy, but that
all the journalists coming to
town quashed any possible dialogue. Residents felt that there
*fog the pd&sfbTlify-ior a lot of
growth to come out of a terrible
occurrence, but that that possibility was destroyed.
This act also includes the religious aspect of the Shepard
killing. Cast members portray
their meetings and experiences
see LARAMIE on page eleven

MEMENTO

(2001) Written and directed by Christopher Nolan, based on a short story by Jonathan Nolan.
Cast: Guy Pearce, Carrie-Ann Moss, Joe Pantoliano, Stephen Tobolowsky. Memento is a perfect
example of original independent filmmaking that no studio or distributor would touch - but
went on to win a huge following by word of mouth (and the use of a cool website!) The awesomely convoluted narrative, which travels backwards in time, centers on Leonard Shelby (Guy
Pearce), a man who has been stricken by a strange condition involving a total loss of his shortterm memory. Armed with Polaroids, tattoos, notes and some questionably helpful friends, he
tries find out who raped and killed his wife. Co-starring in Memento are two actors who worked
together in The Matrix: Carrie-Ann Moss and Joe Pantoliano. "I've seen it about five times, and
each time I feel completely differently about what's it about." - Carrie-Ann Moss.- 118
min.www.otnemem.com
LARA CROFT TOMB RAIDER

(2001) Director: Simon West. Screenplay by Patrick Massett and John Zinman, based on the
interactive video game by Core Design. Cast: Angelina Jolie, Jon Voight, Iain Glen, Noah Taylor.
After seeing her harrowing performance as an edgy sociopath in Girl, Interrupted, it's great to
see Angelina Jolie bounce back as a cheerful, non-stop fighting machine! In her newest incarnation, she plays a pistol-twirlingarcheologist based on TombRaider, the popular interactive video
game that has been called the "pinnacle of geek culture." With more soul than your run-of-themill action figure, Jolie fights the evil Illuminati who tool around Europe in search of the Triangle of Light. Along with the fun, there is an unexpectedly moving scene when Jolie enters an
alternate dimension to talk to her dead father - played byjolie's own famously absentee Dad, Jon
Voight.105min.www.tombraidermovie.com
AMORESPERROS

(Mexico, 2000) Directed and produced by Alejandro Gonzales Inarritu. Screenplay by
Guillermo A rriaga. Cinematographer: Rodrigo Prieto. Cast: Vanessa Bauche, Gael Garcia Bernal,
Umberto Busto, Emilio Echevarria. You'd have to go back to Quentin Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs
to find a directing debut that's so on fire with the love of making movies. Alejandro Gonzalez
Inarritu has astonished audiences both north and south of the border with afilm that mixes
film noir with the heartbreaking violence of the corrida. AmoresPerros tells three separate stories set in a Mexican city, each connected by a random act of fate and the central importance of
dogs: as loving companions, warriors, meal tickets, and partners in crime. "Amores feels like the
first classic of the new decade, with sequences that will probably make their way into history"
Elvis Mitchell, The New York Times. 153 min, www.amoresperros.com
:
-
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Rahzel Mixes it Up andBreaks it Down on Quad
Roots Member Welcomes Trinity Students Back to Campus with Raucous Party
BY LIBBY SUCHER-JACOBSON

Arts Writer

"This concert was a great way to start
off the year," enthused Sarah Gomez '04.
Before professors decide that students'
time is no longer their own, before winter kicks in (and it will, don't even try to
convince yourself otherwise), and before
freshmen realize that there really are
other dorms on campus besides their
own, Trinity College throws a little welcome back party. It's a great way for students to do some bonding and to stumble
around campus (not necessarily in that
order), and this year the festivities took
place under the beat box technique of
Rahzel.
Best known as a member of the hiphop group the Roots, Rahzel is a self-defined "vocal percussionist." While using
his lips, cheeks, gums and Adam's apple
to create beats, he simultaneously sings
along. Sound impossible? It's not, as this
"Godfather of Noyze" proves over and
over, most recently on the quad Friday
night. In his well-known song "If Your
Mother Only Knew," Rahzel alternates
the speed of the beat while simultaneously singing in a high-pitched nasal
voice.
As he explains, "With my vocal percussions, I want to bridge the gap among
various musical genres. I want the beat
box to be respected as a true art form."
Simply hearing him beat box is incredible, but to see a live show leaves the audience gazing in dumbfounded silence
at the one-man human percussion band
onstage.
Like many artists, Rahzel had a
humble beginning. He grew up in
.,Queens,;New,-York and knew that "not-

RISHI POPAT

Most of the Roots were a no-show for the Welcome Back Party on

the Quad last weekend, but Rahzel's appearance made up for it.

having" was never an excuse for "not doing." At an early age, Rahzel was making music with his mouth for lack of
instruments. "We didn't have the turntables inside the locker room and we
couldn't bring our boom box in there.
Either we were banging on the locker, or
somebody was [making music] with
their mouth. I was the one who made the
beats with my-mouth. I worked hard so
that if you closed your eyes, you would
swear that you were hearing a record, a
. radio,.or a band."

Career Services Presents

Investment Banking
An evening with Ben Howe '83, Managing
Director, S.G. Cowen and Co.

Come learn more about what is
happening in investment
banking and get tips on how to
succeed in this job market.

Sept. 17, 2001 • 4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

Career Services Office main area
Refreshments provided
RSVP to Ellen Gagnon by September 14
ellen.gagnon@trincoll.edu • x 2082

Performing songs from his debut album on MCA records, titled Make the
Music 2000, Rahzel captured the attention of Trinity students as he beat-boxed
his way through the night. After hearing songs like, "Southern Girl," "Suga
Sista," "To the Beat," "Night Riders," and
his new single "All I Know," Rob Corvo
'04 commented, "I've always wanted to
see Rahzel beat box in person and this
was great." Amy Marie Flanagan '04
agreed with Corvo, saying, "This concert
d ^ i ^
f the best expe-

riences I've had at Trinity. It really
started off the school year on a positive
note."
Trinity College Activities Council
member Chiharu Romano '04 said,
"Rahzel's show was off the hook."
Romano went on to say that, while many
Trinity College students were under the
impression that the Roots would be here,
"Rahzel is basically the core of the
Roots," and that no one should have been
disappointed or felt misled.
Comments like, "Dude, the Roots
aren't even here," or "The Roots aren't
coming," were frequent conversation
openers on Friday night. However, it was
clear from the crowd's reaction to Rahzel
that the complaints were quickly dispelled and forgotten.
Not only did Trinity students enjoy the
concert, but there were also many Hartford residents in attendance. Cynthia
Jones, one such resident, came with her
friends to see Rahzel. "I love hip-hop and
Rahzel's amazing. He's so one-of-a-kind,"
she said. "We like that we can see him
just by coming to Trinity."
Trinity students agree with Jones in
that having concerts on the campus is a
great way to develop the school's connection with the city. Caroline Molitor '04
said, "This concert was a great community-building event. It seemed as though
at least half of the audience members
were local Hartford residents as opposed
to typical Trinity students. It was really
nice to see a little more diversity on campus."
Friday n ight's concert was a huge success. Rahzel is an extraordinary musician and Trinity students are lucky to
have been given the opportunity to join
up with Hartford residents and witness
Vas performance.

The Laramie Project
Tells Everyone's Story
continued from page ten
with religious leaders. The Baptist minister condemns homosexuality, the Unitarian leader declares a need for more
education, but the Catholic priest is the
most interesting of these interviews. The
man immediately planned a vigil the
night Shepard was found, and emphasized his desire for open-mindedness and
the embracing of all people. He especially makes clear to his interviewers
that the story they're telling is delicate
and that they need to tell it correctly.
They need to treat it carefully and be respectful of all involved, including those
who disagreed with Shepard, or supported his murderers.
The second act concludes with the
hospital CEO announcing Shepard's
death. A curtain of rain at the front of
the stage accentuates the moment,as the
CEO begins to cry while reading a quote
from Shepard's mother.
The final act of The Laramie Project
begins with Shepard's funeral. Romaine
Patterson tells about her disgust with the
protesters; she arranged for a group of
people to dress in angel suits and surround the protesters, blocking their view
of the funeral with their wings.
The third act continues with the details of Russell Henderson's trial.
Henderson was the "less guilty" of
Shepard's murderers, and he claims he is
remorseful for what he has done. He and
his family plead for the judge to give him
his recommended two life sentences
concurrently, rather than consecutively.
However, she doubts his apology and he
receives consecutive sentences.
Aaron McKinney's trial follows
Henderson's. McKinney's confessional
interview is shown, in which he shows
no regret of any kind for his actions.'He

laughs when told that Shepard will definitely die, but claims that he only dislikes homosexuals, he doesn't hate them.
He is, of course, found guilty, and the decision of whether to try him for a death
penalty sentence is deferred to Shepard's
family.
This is the most emotional moment of
the play, when Shepard's father comes
into the courthouse and reads his statement. He explains that his family is not
opposed to the death penalty, and that
he would like nothing more than to see
McKimiey die, but that he will show the
murderer the mercy that the murderer
did not show his son.
The Laramie Project ends with the the
actors giving their conclusions on the
project. They discuss their final goodbyes
with the inhabitants of Laramie, and
how attached they had all gotten. Their
characters offer conclusions as well.
Schultz starred in a production of Angels in America at college, and says he
can't believe he said the things he said to
the acting troupe when they first came
to town. It's clear that he really grew from
' his reflection on the tragedy, and this
newfound open-mindedness is particularly poignant
The intimacy and minimalism of The
Laramie Project are what make it so
touching, t h e actors inhabit each character, while switching among them with
ease. Whether you're intimately familiar
with the incidents surrounding Matthew Shepard's death or not, this play is
worth seeing; even the most knowledgeable observer has something to learn.
The Laramie Project runs through October 7 at Theaterworks, 233 Pearl St. in
Hartford. Call (860) 527-7838for tickets
and more information.
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LECTURES

PERFORMANCES

Scientific Ethics Debate

Caribbean Visual Artisf s Exhibit

The Laramie Project

The Scientific Freedom and Responsibility CoCurricular Initiative will hold their first faculty
panel, dealing with ethical dilemmas in science in
the past. The panel will be held Tuesday, September 11th at 7:00 PM in Rittenberg Lounge. A reception will follow the panel in Terrace Room B.

The Craf tery Gallery, located at 1445 Main St.,
Hartford, describes itself as being a place "devoted
to increasing public understanding and awareness
of the Visual Fine Arts and cultural expressions of
people of African descent in the Americas." The
Caribbean Visual Artist, Leonard Franklin Morris
Cricket Series will be on display there through September 15, with galleries open Tuesday-Saturday,
1-4 PM. Call 560-5315 with any questions.

Currently being performed at TheaterWorks in
downtown Hartford, this true story of an American
town depicts the people of Laramie, Wyoming following the hate-crime murder of gay college student
Matthew Shepard. The cast of 8 actors take on the
roles of more than 60 Laramie residents built upon
information gathered over the course of more than
200 hundred interviews. The culmination of this
effort is a performance about hope, hate, fear, and
courage which the New York Times called
Exraordinary and deeply moving...." The current
run continues at TheaterWorks, 233 Pearl St. (airconditioned and wheelchair accessible) through October 7, Tuesday-Saturday, 8PM and Sundays at 2:30
and 7:30 PM. For information and reservations call
527-7838.

Peruvian Theater Talk
Friday, September 14 Professor Anne Lambright
will be giving a talk on the Peruvian theater group,
which will be bringing their adaptation of
Antigone to campus on September 28.
Please come over after dinner at 6:45 PM, relax,
have some dessert, and listen to Professor
Lambright talk about this unique theater group
and their exciting adaptation of Sophocles' classic
tragedy: That's a very nice show, but where are your
costumes? Performance and Politics in Peru."

Picasso Downtown
Picasso: The Artist's Studio, will continue to run
at the Wadsworth Atheneum in downtown Hartford through September 23. The studio was the
center of Pablo Picasso's life as this collection of
paintings spanning his career reveals. These paintings of his studio encompass a phenominal range
of subjects and styles. For further information contact the Atheneum at 278-2670.

Photography at the Atheneum
These selected images taken from the museum's
own collection examine the debatable role of the
camera as the unblinking captor and objective recorder of "truth." Contact the Atheneum at 2782670 with further questions,

Rosh HaShanah on Campus!
Come celebrate the Jewish New Year with your
family away from home! Join as Trinity College
Hillel gathers on Erev Rosh HaShanah, Monday,
September 17 for services and dinner at 6 PM in
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall. Tuesday, September
18, Hillel will come together for the First Day of
Rosh HaShanah. Services and lunch will be held
at 10 AM in the Reese Room, Smith House. A guest
cantor will lead services along with participating**

,.»V

I] Synagogue or Temple on the second day ol Ros
HaShanah should contact Hillel director Lisa
Kassowatx2280.

Bienvenue!
The first meeting of the French Club will be
held on Monday, September 17 at 4:30PM in the
Cave. Elections for officials, discussions of future
events, etc... Snacks will be provided.

Friday Night at Hillel!
Join Hillel at the end of a long week and relax
with friends, services, and a delicious Shabbat dinner. This week's dinner will be in the Reese Room
of the Smith House at 6 PM. Call Marcie at x4902.

Spanish Club
The first meeting of the Spanish Club for this
semester will be on Thursday, September 20 from
7:30 to 8:30 PM @ La Voz Latina (69 Vernon St.).
We will sample Caribbean appetizers and talk
about the activities for the semester.

Celebrate Your Body!
Tomorrow, Wednesday, September 19, joinjoyce
O'Dea, Trinity Nutritionist, in the Mather lobby at
5:00 PM. Come on a nutrition tour of the Cave and
Mather Dining Hall to be followed by a complimentary dinner in the Cave Cafe.

Real Art Ways Film
"It's a stroke of genuine artistry to craft a movie in
a raw and glancing documentary style that is not
merely 'authentic' but dramatic." -Entertainment
Weekly. Travel to RAW.56 Arbor St., and see Our Song,
the highly acclaimed film about a trio of teen-age
girls coming of age in Crown Heights, New York. Following the film, linger and discuss in the cafe or
wander through the galleries. The film opens Friday, September 14. Call 232-1006 for further information.

Dance & Theater Department
Audition

LUNCHES

Auditions for the fall play "Brave New World" will
be held September 11 & 12,7-10 PM in Seabury 19.
Sign up for a 10Jminute time slot at, AAC 323 or just
stop by. Questions? Contact Mara Lieberman x5192
or Mitchell Polin x4006.

Thursday in Hamlin Dining Hall from 12:00 to 1:30
PM. They will resume on Thursday, September 13.
Come and join us for great conversation in Spanish,
enjoy a pleasant luncheon and free dessert.

Classifieds

Hillel Student/Faculty Lunch
The informal student/faculty lunch and d iscussion series sponsored by Hillel meets again Monday
the 17,11:50-1:00 PM in Terrace Room C, Mather Hall,
join us for a great kosher lunch and conversation
with Professor Rerie Bloch, as he discusses "Everything you always wanted to know about the High
Holidays and were afraid to ask,"'. . •.

German Table
Welcome one and all to the German Stammtisch.
Come join us for a for a healthy dose of
gemutlichkeit. Have fun, speak German, and make
new friends. Everyone is welcome Mondays from 12
to 1:00 PM, Hamlin Hall. Questions? Contact Michael
Schmelzle at x2521

Make Your Own Hours
Sell Spring Break 2002 Trips .
_ Highest Commissions -Lowest Prices
No Cost To You
Travel FREE including food, drink & non-stop'
parties!!
World Class Vacations
2001 Student Travel Planners Top Producer"
&
MTV's Choice
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)
1-800-222-4432

Tripod Writers Wanted!!!!

Bible Study Lunch
The informal; weekly Bible study (Parshat haShavua) lunch resumes on Wednesday, September
12 at 11:50 AM in McCdok 205.Join faculty and students for a kosher deli lunch.

Call Amy Buchner
X2583

Happenings!
"In Zen they say: If something is boring after two
minutes try it for four. If still boring, try it for eight,
sixteen.thirty-two,and so on. Eventually one discovers that it is not boring at all but very interesting. And what is the beginning of no middles,
meanings, and endings? And what is the ending
of no.beginnings, middles, and.-meanings? If we
adaptthisattitude then art is a sort of experimental station in which one tries out living; one doesn't
stop living when one is occupied making the art,
and when one is living, that is, for example, now
reading an email on something and nothing, one
doesn't stop being occupied making the art."-Cage
Art or life? Life as art? Join in contemplation of
these and other questions on Thursday night at 7
PM in Austin Arts Center Room 231. Direct any
questions to Mitchell Polin at x4006.

Chapel Hapf>eriings
WEDNESDAY-Sept, 12
'12 noon
5:00pm •
'6:00pm . '

Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
Canlloij Lessons (Open House)
Change Ringing Lessons

THURSDAY-Sept 13
, 6:30pm'

, ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel

,

' .

SpNDAY-Sept.16
4:15pm • .
EVENSONG with Chapel Singers ,
, 5:05pm
Holy Eucharist Service (spoken)-Crypt Chapel
5:30pm '
• Roman Catholic Mass

MONDAY -Sept. 17
• 4:30pm

African Youth Fellowship Choir Concert

.- MM?
'..of*1™***"***™

"•:•

Fieet Student Banking Package. Total Access To Your Money.
f- f?t »,.r* Vf- ' i1 FDir Hf<t is a i
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Ex-SGA President Recounts Summer .'fellowship
United Leaders provides Summer workshops for students interested in a life of politics
B Y J. RUSSELL FUGETT

'01
Tripod Contributor

There is a political revolution in the making, and it is being lead by members of our
generation. Two years ago, a
group of college students from
Tufts University and the University of Southern California
realized that scandal and political attacks were dominating
the news out of Washington.
Because of this, political service, which was once viewed as
an honorable profession, and a
viable means to create lasting
social change, was not being
viewed as such.
The Kennedy School of Government recently discovered
that 74% of young people see
volunteerism as a more effective means for solving community problems.
With this in mindjesse Levey
of Tufts, and Mike Fonte of USC
decided to start United Leaders,
a national nonpartisan, nonprofit organization (http://
www.united5eaders.org).
United Leaders mission is to inspire our generation, the

WHAT

• Millennials, to honorable careers in political service by involving them in politics as a
meansforsocial change. To connect 18-24 year olds with the
tools, resources, support, and
network necessary to pursue
such a career. To inspire a generation of United Leaders dedicated to revitalizing American
politics.
With the vision of a diverse
board of directors, and the
leadership of CEO Larry Harris, the last two years were '
spent fund-raising and developing an organization that can
exist long into the future and
create a lasting impact on the
political scene.
In November 2000, The Institute of Politics at Harvard's
Kennedy School of Government agreed to house the organization. With this foundation
in place, United Leaders set out
to run its pilot program: The Institute for Political Service.
I had the privilege of being
selected as a fellow for the inaugural run of the Institute.
Twelve fellows were selected
from Colleges and Universities
from across the country. Eachof
us had different political expe-

riences and beliefs. What we all
shared is the dream of being a
political servant and a leader for
our generation.
United Leaders recognizes
that for many of us, there are
obstacles inpursuing a career in
political service. The main obstacle is of ten financial. Many
college students are unable to
travel to a given city, pay for,
their own room and board, and
work as an unpaid intern for the

sachusetts.

Three nightsa week, I participated in seminars and suppers
at the Kennedy school. Some of
these gatherings included notables such as former Massachusetts Governor and Democratic
Presidential nominee Michael
Dukakis and former New York
Congressmen and 2000 Republican candidate for United
States Senate, Rick Lazio.
Other speakers included

United Leaders' mission is to inspire our
generation to hnorabk careers in political
service by involving them in politics as a
means for social change.
summer. United Leaders provided each of us with a $2,000
stipend, housing and a meal
plan at Tufts.
During my eight-week summer fellowship, I participated in
two four-week internships. I
spent my first four weeks in the
Boston office of United States
SenatorJohn Kerry, and my second four weeks were spent at
the Committee to elect Steve
Grossman for Governor of Mas-

On Fridays, we participated
in community service at various sites in the Boston area. Most
of our service involved working
with or serving urban youth,
. and disadvantaged youth.
The Institute plans to increase the number of fellows in
Boston, and launch the program in Washington in 2002,
and San Francisco, C A is in the
works for no later then 2003.
United Leaders is also developing a post-graduate fellowship
program.
This program would provide
substantial income supplements for college graduates
who agree to work in the public sector.
They are also in the process of
developing their website so that
it can be a networking tool, a
source for news, and job '
postings.
United Leaders will continue
to make a way for young people
to gain access to the political
system. In the long run, I believe
that our nation will be better for
it.

Curtis Gans of the Committee
for the Study of the American
Electorate; David Morehouse,
former Senior Counselor to
Vice-President Al Gore; Matt Bai
of Newsweek; Ceci Connolly of
The Washington Post; Scott
Harshbarger of Common
Cause; Jon Cowan of Americans
for Gun Safety; Julia Cohen of
***]. Russell Fugett served as
the Youth Vote Coalition; and thePrestdentoftheStudentGovBill Strauss, author of ernment Association at Trinity
Millennials Rising.
College from 1999 to 2001***

NEW FOOD
SERVICE COMPANY, CHARTWELLS, TO THE MEAL PLAN?
BRITNEY SPEARS

P. DlDDY ' 0 2

'08
"More Pepsi
products... I'd like
to continue to let
people in on my
secret. Pepsi=a
washboard
stomach and
overnight bombs."

"Yo, start poppin'
the Kris and I
guarantee the
honnies'll come
runnin' to the Stro."

FLOCKHART (IDP)

"Meal?"

Top Ten Things You Missed the
Most About Gamp Trin Trin
Over the Summer
'he beach is cool but it's so
fraternity basements.
hs andjRSmework. You felt that the
'suwmerreall^didn't
challenge your full
intellectual potential.

We have hundreds ofgreat ways to
take the comforts of home to college

8. Sports. Ahh double sessions....

7. Dorm life. Even though most of you probably
lived 8 to a room in the Cape or Newport

CLIP & USE FOR INSTANT SAVINGS

6. The meal plan. Notipiibt everyone was
anxiQusJo have, theirentire food world uprooted
by the absence\oj"Snapple, romaine lettuce, end
other key players from the Marriott League.
5. "Gossip. Don't deny it, you were all dishin' it
out and saakin' it up within the first five.
4. The Daily Jolt. Noiu we can relieve those four
kids who have been "jolting" all summer.
3. The New Admissions Building. Hmmm, glass
was probably a bad idea.

• l i t
• I )
Jll

2. Freshman. So young, so innocent, so screwed.
1. The Tap. Other bars simply don't match up.

ilf t i in n v.1* nn h i r i i I Pi '< I m luui),
i r
I Gnit / M i i i » t i if mi f ii) r ifiifi
«i
i ' i ti ( re )• i 1 i t l u 1 J fir 1 vili) H ( ) i j u ( on
r (i t in! irn un u i pri itn I n i •
n r up n i iu 11 uri ncl i«l it rti i it
Expires 10/11/01
(I Jl It!

9000000001303957

Call 1-800-SHOP-AMES C1-800-746-7263)

J
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Uncle Pants and The Poet discover there's more to the Berlin Turnpike than 38 sleazy motels
BY UNCLE PANTS AND THE
POET

Food Critics

So now that you are settled and have
your head screwed on for "Hartford," you
are ready to eat! And when dining out
Hartford-style the choices become limited. Well this week Uncle Pants and the
Poet dined at the elegant and professional Carmen Anthony Fishouse lohcated only minutes away on the Berlin
Turnpike
Now for those of you who are tired of
calling up Hot Tomatoes and Max
Downtown for those nights when we
like to forget our campus' fine cuisine,
Carmen Anthony Fishhouse is the place
to go. At first sight driving down the
Berlin right opposite Hooters you might
confuse this quite elegant restaurant for
your no-name family franchise, however,
here lies a small diamond in the rough.
Upon entering Carmen Anthony
Fishhouse, Uncle Pants and I were immediately and warmly greeted by the hostess and shown to an elegantly laid out
table, by which we passed the live fresh
lobster tank. The service was excellent;
the wait staff was both friendly and
knowledgeable, serving the meal in an
exemplary fashion. Uncle Pants noted
that the service was on par with any
upscale New York or Boston establish-;
ment.
After enjoying a fresh oven-warmed
loaf of bread, Uncle Pants ordered a
sliced tomato and onion salad on a bed
of greens. I had the Campagna Salad
topped with a signature homemade balsamic vinaigrette. Both appetizer salads
were tastily topped with Gorgonzola and
warmed our stomachs up for the meal to
come.

Now guys, let's not forget about the
wine, oh the wine. When you are on a
date and you can look at the wine list and
know what is a good bottle without just
going by price then you will both impress your special lady friend, but also
save some cash. While the wine list is
extremely extensive, and a little overwhelming for the Berlin Turnpike, the
helpful staff would certainly be able to
recommend a fantastic bottle. We recommend the Chianti Rifina Reserve 1995
($25-$30), because although this a
Fishhouse, Carmen Anthony's does have
Black Angus Steaks, and a good red wine
always compliments the fine flavor of
the aged beef.
For dinner Uncle Pants and the Poet
were fortunate enough to
enjoy three entrees; the
14oz. NY Signature Sliced
Steak over caramelized onions and sauteed mushrooms in a bordelase sauce,
for $26.95, the Shrimp
Christina with linguini,
jumbo shrimp pan seared,
for $21.95, and the Sea Bass
Calabrase, with tomatoes
and sliced hot peppers, for
$23.95. The steak was
cooked perfectly, and
served sliced, to allow the
delicious bordelase sauce
completewithsauteedon-

very good, definitely on par with any
other of the classier restaurants in Hartford. Uncle pants recommends that if ordering a pasta dish ask for it al dente
because in the case of our'meal the pasta
was a slightly over cooked. During the
meal, Uncle Pants was slightly disappointed by these two dishes, but later
noted that they were excellent the next
morning while gorging on the leftovers
at about 4AM.
As we dined we remarked on the
rather large Martini glasses topped with
generous Cosmopolitans enjoyed by a
couple nearby. At the booth next to us,
guests feasted on large platters of oysters
that looked as if they were just collected
from the sea, which is a bit strange as

__

____

Krusty'theCl7wn p r o v e s to standard to which

heaven. There were no complaints here.
Both the Shrimp Calabrase and the Sea
Bass were pretty good, however the seafood aspects of these dishes were a bit
bland. Uncle Pants felt he kept waiting
for more of a zip within the flavor of the
shrimp and bass, but that flavor was no
where to be found. Overall the food Wjas.

Hartford is land locked. At the bar
Carmen Anthony Fishhouse offers a
small menu, complete with burgers and
a selection of raw delicacies. And of
course the bar is finely stocked with six
well-crafted beers on draft. Definitely a
place to sit with the boys for a cocktail

Everything on the eloquently presented dessert cart looked very good.
Uncle Pants advises on not passing up
the Chocolate Bread Pudding, which
stood out amongst the rest Carmen Anthony Fishhouse holds a very reputable
after dinner liqueur menu with several
aged scotches including Johnnie
Walked Blue Label at $24.00 a pop. If
you have the means we highly suggest
indulging into this sea of wooded flavor.
Carmen Anthony Fishhouse is a bit
dimly lit, perfect for a nice date, Parents
Weekend, or any other special occasion,
even making all your classes this week!
Again, it is a bit more on the pricy side,
but hey if you are into joe's American
Bar and Grille then there is no hope for
you anyway.
Three Reasons to Go: 1) The service
was excellent (ask for Kevin, he is one
of the managers and extremely friendly
and accommodating). 2) You'll look like
a genius for finding such a fine restaurant in the barrage of Berlin Turnpike,
pay by the hour Cor week) motels. 3) You
don't have to bring home half of your
unfinished gargantuan pasta bowl from
Hot Tomatoes, again, only to rot in your
mini fridge, again.
Uncle Pants and the Poet give Carmen
Anthony Fishhouse 4 Krusty Burgers
(out of a possible 5) based on service,
food quality and ambiance because
there is a little Homer Simpson in all of
us, and the shrimp and seabass just
missed the mark.
If you are looking for quality service
and fine food it is definitely at Carmen
Anthony Fishhouse, but you will have
to pay the price; $$$ out of $$$$. Enjoy!
Carmen Anthony Fishhouse
1770 Berlin Turnpike
>-..,.ia60) 529-7557 . . . . . .

ESSAY CONTEST 2 0 0 2
**

Sunday Worship at the Chapel **

PRIZE IN ETHICS

This year the Sunday 4:15 PM service in the Chapel
will alternate between "Choral Evensong" and "Holy
Eucharist." On Sundays where there is Choral
Evensong,
the service will be followed by Holy Eucharist (spoken)
in the Crypt Chapel at 5:05PM..
Schedule for Sept/Oct, 2001
Sundays at 4:15PM

SUGGESTED TOPICS

IVJiy arc we here? How an- we to meet our ethical

obligations?

Reflect on the most profound moral dilemma you
have encountered and what-it has taught you about
ethics..
What ethical issue concerns \oti most and what
concrete proposals would you make to deal with it?

ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1 , 2 0 0 1

.;•.. Sept. 16 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Sept. 23 - Holy Eucharist

In addition to completing a Student Entry Form, the student is required to
have a professor review the essay and fill out a Faculty Sponsor Form. Any
interested professor may act as a Faculty Sponsor. The college or university
is not required to have an official coordinator for the contest; however,
your campus may have, or wish to establish, an internal set of procedures.

Sept. 30 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)

FIRST PRIZE: $5,000
SECOND PRIZE: $2,500 THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH

Oct. 7 - Holy Eucharist
Oct. 14 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Oct. 21 - Evensong
5:05 PM Holy Eucharist (spoken)
Oct. 28 - Holy Eucharist

f

Entry form and detailed guidelines available online
at www.ofiewiesdKoundation.ore, or by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212.490.7777
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MoRgafne's
Mystical Tauot
VIRGO

PlSCE.5

AUG 25-SETT 2.2
Feeling a little unsettled? Suffering
from loss of home, family, or that rug
you left in the janitor's closet last
spring? Fear not! If all those new posters don't make you feel right at home,
next week's impending homework
certainly will!

TE.B i?-MAK2O
_
For once, the emotional Pisces seems
to have all his/her feelings in harmony. There's just something about
starting fresh that seems to be appealing to you. You are settling old scores
and finding the strength within yourself
to do great things. This is a good time
to attgmpt something extraordinary.

LIBRA

H

ARIE.S

MAR 21 -APR
As the scales of Justice balance them- Sometimes, it's just time to let go. Move
selves, there is inevitably a period of on, find new things, leave the past betime when they are sharply tipped to hind. Cliches exist for a reason, and
one side or the other. Remembering deep down, you know why these apthis will free you from both depres- ply to you. Change is often scary, but
sion and arrogance.
. .; •
it can also be an amazing release. Look
ahead and I'm sure you'll soon find a
new target on which to set your sights.
SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV2I
N

5E.PT 25-OCT 22 J L

wo volunteers, Andy Robinson '02 and Dana Betterton '02, prepare to "do it.'

Some Trin Iriri campers didn't waste aUy time •
getting back into the swing of things this year, in terms
of community service. Many students woke up Saturday
morning (probably with a bit of a struggle) to head to
different sites to clean, paint, build, and provide overall
aid to different areas of Hartford.
These activists, some members of teams and cam- - ,
pus organizations, should be commended for starting the
year off right and. keeping up Trinity's ongoing dedication to bettering the city of Hartford.
''
, .:

^E^

Scorpios are well known for their passionate natures, but yours seems to be
getting the better of you...again. The
stage should imitate life, not the other
way around. Take some time for yourself and try relaxing. I'll bet you could
use the practice.

TAURUS

•GEMINI
NOV22-DE.C2I

The Trinity Tripod presents a test for
that education that's costing mom and

This Week's Crossword

AQUARIUS

42

43

u
HH

48

HHHSS

62
66

ACROSS
1 Bottom
5 Bit; scrap
8 Stop the flow:
12 Range
13 Each
'.
14 Microphone (slang)
15Circle
':
16 Resort
.17 God of War
18 One who takes another out
20 Without purpose
22 Musical performance
24 Fuss

49

..;••.

27 Rough casing around seeds
28 4th Greek letter
32 Pertaining to an animal paw
34 Leaky
35 Tidbit
36 Age
37 Single
38 Uttering
41 Intertwined

•HBI

44

•

|m|j g 1

4S

I

4*

47

s4

11 EH8i
II

;

MAY 21 -JUNI2Q

Can't decide between going to the Life and love are going your way. Almovies and doing your homework? ways intense, your energy and magneYou might not have seen your friends tism are on a level to compete with
in 3 months, but you'll see them even
,:Go.forth and rack up
H-"please yourself and
predate your enthusiasm for doing allow those around you to bask in your
lots of things, but follow-through is radiance til they are golden tan.
important too. Talk less - work more.
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \9
Hey Caps, it's time to lose the cool kid
attitude and relax. It's highly unnecessary to stress about crap like late
night and Greek rush. Trin is Trin and
you shouldn't get too caught up in it.

41

—^

W
APR 20-MAY 20
Grab your Aries friends and show them
the way. You are shining like a star this
week and opportunity is kicking your
door down. Jump now, because this
chariot of gold waits for no one. If you
procrastinate too long, you may find
yourself walking in its dusty tracks.

JAN2O-FE.B \&
This is going to be a great semester for
you. You are focused and refreshed after a productive summer and ready to
have a fun and successful year at Trin.
Beware of competition with friends
this week, a scuffle may be on the horizon.

CANCER
The Crab searches for a quiet home, a
safe, secure haven where it can settle
comfortably and enjoy the view without being disturbed. Whether you've
made your nest alone or with someone
else, it's time to stop looking, take off
your shoes, and wiggle your toes in the
sand. Enjoy the beach - you've earned
it!
. . .

LEO
JUL23-AUG22

Let's get loud! You are full of energy this
week but don't let yourself get out of
control. You want to pass more than
just Boozing 101 so try to keep youi
head in the game sport.

57

44 Church Platform
48 Claim; charge
49 Beverage
51 From Gr. Ares (comb, form)
52 43,569 sq.ft.
53 Take advantage
54 Type
55 Footwear
56Halfqu.(abbr.,pl.)
57 Pig Pens
DOWN
1 Poet
2 Melody for one voice
3 Remitted
4 Ready
5Rhea
6 Fix
7 Feature
8 Lesser
9 Wheel
10 Squeezes
11 Snafu
19 Gave back

Hint for 28
Across

('heck out
next week's
issue for the
answers!
21 Virgin Mary
23Dog
24Just
;
25 Daughters of the Amer. Rev. (abr)
26 Shout of approval
29 Card game
30 Wine cask
31 Enzyme (suf.)
33 Afternoon show
34 Hawaiian dish

36 Oldest
39 Slack off
40 Lens
41 Bad case of the.
42 Wealthy
43 Air (comb, form)
45 Lope
46 Airy; aerial
47 Spoils
50 Copper or bronze money

SPECIAL!!

Free Delivery
23S88S8

()\ih VIII\

Large Cheese Pizza

$7.00

495 Farmington Avenue

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

minimum

for delivery

Use your charge card
for any delivery,,.
($10.00 minimum)

Open 1 days a week - 11:00 a.m. to 2: a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12M (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$7.50
.....$9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18,00
Veggie
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1,50
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
• mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana
Eggplant Parmigiana
""Meatball Parmigiaha
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
Tuna & Cheese
Veggie & Cheese
Pepperoni & Cheese
. Salami & Cheese
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
BLT& Cheese
Grilled Ham & Cheese

;

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.40
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$4.50
$5.40
$4.90
$5.65
$6.00
$4.25
$4.90

'..

DINNERS;
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

All prices do not include tax.

Caizone
each additional tilling

$4.90
$ .50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)
Cfifckm)~Fi?i§tirs::.:.
:.:;;:.:.;.;.:
Mozzarefla Sticks
Onion Rings
French Fries
Cheese Fries
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread.
Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips
Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

".

;

•
$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering* ***' •,
ram

BBH MI

$4.05
$5.75
.....,.........;.....,..... $5.75
,.,^v.:
$ .50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

•

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60

1 FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH i P E E Order of GARLIC BREAD j
w i t h A n y P i z z a O r d e r 1 with Any Medium Pizza Order |
Must present coupon -Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

.Must present coupon -Coupon cannot be combined.
Mubt mention coupon before ordering
'

..

SALADS

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea../.

r
a

(6) for $5.75
(12) for $6.00
$6.00
(7) for $4.75
$3.20
$2.65
$3.70
(8) for $2.50
(8) for $2.50
$1.85
......,;.....„...... $2.40
.........................$.50

s

(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannqt %rcombinejdf."! |
, Must mention coupon before ordering -'->
•

-I- ;• • $loOO O F F

Large Cheese Pizza $7.00 j

§

• •

I

Any Small Pizza '/t;-

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
«'
Must mention coupon before ordering . ' ,

with purchase of any
Large Pizza •'

J

;-i J

Must present coupon • Coupon cannotfyacombined?
Must rhontion coupon before ordering

r

|
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ffitafitHfal Jfatfftrer
With the intramural season about to get underway, the Intramural Insider scoured the
campus for the real athletes of Trinity College. We searched high and low for athletes
that not only bring their A-games, but the very depths of their wardrobes as well. With
this, we proudly present the Preseason Intramural All Style Team, those special
individuals who just don't know any better.

l H A N t EARLY

Joe Noonan '03: Joe knows style,
Joe knows sports. Joe knows
intramurals, but Joe don't know
didley about the ladies.

SMANFFAHLY

Team Sex Appeal: This Quartet has become the pillars of style on
the intramural scene. With their shorts down andtheir eyes up, they
are prepared to wreak havoc upon all those who wish to do battle.

SHANF EARLY

Frank Saviano '03: Women and
defensive backs will attest that the
"The Crook from the Brook" is
speedy on the field and in the
bedroom

^*aiS4«**«*u*i«ffi^^

CHEESE

«

PIZZA

(Mild, H o t ) ' ; , . ' ; , . ' . ! . . . ' (to)'
MOZZARELLA

anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

CHICKEN HNCERS
(10)
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE (16")
FRIES
,..„... ; 7 . . .
C H I P S 'i :,..: ."•...-...'. . : i . . . .-.....'

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA
;$i5.oo :

GENOA
HAM
TURKEY
PEPrtRONI
ROAST BEEf
TUNA . . .

! . , . . . . .
,....::.
.. .. ..
.

COMBO (2 kinds of above)
EGGPLANT TARMIGIANA ,=
CHICKEN FARMIGIANA . .
CHICKEN CUTLET
......
VEAL PARM1G1ANA
VEALCUUET
..........
STEAIfCHEESt
. . ,
.
riSH i
.;.
MEATBALLS , , . ;
SAUSAGE
.,..,.,......,

B . L . T . ! ....•.'
VECG1E/CHEESE

ITALIAN

-.

. $4,25
£4.25
$4.25

.$4.25
.S4.25
S4.2S
$4.25
$4.25
. $4.50
i ?4.25
. $4.50
. $4.50 • •

$4.50
.$4.50
$4.50
. $4,50-.$4.25
$4.2g
$4.25
$4.25
$4.99

$8.50
. $8.50
$8.50
$8.50
. $a.50
- $.8.50
. $8.50
. $8,50
$900
. $8.50
. 59-OO-.

236-2616

S H R I M P T E S T O . . . . . MED _$! .1.95 . LARGE $14.95
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.

* * F R E | DELIVERY**.
With ^7,06jMinimMm Purchase •

Zhe Best fizza- (of,
Zhe
•ft Ma am « • n
•
l a r g e Cheese •
» 10WMgs,:(Rngers)
|< J 2Eifer
Spaa
Efer Spa

SALADS

• Topping* Extref.

$6.25

I *2JO0fF

$5.99

••" ; ••

ANTItWSTO
Salami,. ,
,.
ie^,Inus'hrdcfms, eggplant,'-:-''. "•'•.''•''-.
cucumbers,
b
olives^.gfee'rKpgplgei's^ a,nd Iettup0!. ... -"'•'••. '•:*"
:

TUNA SALAD^^S'tvSfi^tJjw",::. .,:/>^i-,,C^'&''^i$kMK
GREEK SALAD

..

...'. . ' ^ - r - v V / . . / : . . - . ; . : . . . : , , ; . $ 5 : W

Feta crteese, tettuco, tomatoes, grean.peppsrs,.

cucumbers and olivas.

.. ...

••

:

TOSSiED SALAD
••;" .•.$^.25
.Halian.iCreamy Italian. French. Blue Cheess, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian,.

Extra

,•"•'* Medidrd
* . Cheese Pizza
1

f
Large Cheese For

WHITE PIE

MED $8.95 . . LARGE $10.95

Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

WHITE CLAM

MED $e,95' . . LARGE $10.95

Baby c|amsf romano.oheese, garlic, (parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
R A N C H C H I C K E N . . MED $11.25 . LARGE $13.95
Fresh Mozzarella, tresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in_ranch dressing.
.•HAWAHA|H. : . . f : ; : - > : - ' ^ * i e c i , $ i i : f 2 5 ^ . L A R G E $13.95
Pineapple and,.h&rit._ v ,'•?-, . (. ':. *.

PASTA ANO DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE
SPAGHETTI OiyZlTI WITH MEATBALLS .
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE .

Large-;' • ,

Cheese Pizza

:-

ox mm ••> a|

Buy a Large Chefeae

I

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives §md cucurribera..

S5.25
S3.25
$1.99
S.50

C H I C K E N PESTO . . . . MED $11.25 . LARGE $13.95
Fresh Mozzarella, jreslvchicken and sliosd tomatoes,
bbsted in;pes'tdsauce'.'"1;

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 11:00 AMTO2:00 AM

$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8:50
$8:S8

Chicken breast, cheBse.iletlfl^j.tornatoas.
olives sjhd cucumbers. . :;?l»su:
C H E f i S A L A D ... J.. . | W f t ; ' . ,-•
Ham, turkey, cheesejettu&fj,: Jajnatoes, cuctlrnbers,

. . . . ; , .,,.:.;''.''; S5.25

498B f ARMINGTDN AVENUE • HARTFORD

S9.O0
. $9.00
.§9,00
. $9.00

CHICKEN SALAD.. .••-•&#:,::'.. -

. . . .". , ( 8 )

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED $11.50 .LARGE $15.00
.Sausage, meatball, pepperoru, rfwslirobm, onions,

GRINDERS
C O O K E D SALAMI . . . ; , . .
PASTRAMI . . . .

STICKS*

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

Additional toppings S2.00 each
* * 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEH

Li—'i' f

,.,$5v25

14" Medium S8.50
16" Large S 10.50
Additional Toppings: $ . 7 5 o n m e d .
$1.00 on large
bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

c

SIDE ORDERS

WitH Any targe'.
Cheese Hzia
Buy 16"Giant Grinder
>•'
And Get

EGGPLANT PARMIGJANA WITH PASTA
CHfCKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
BAKED ZITI
MEAT RAVIOLI
CHEJESE RAVIOLI
Includes salad and roll

.... $6,25
. . . $7.25
. . . $7.25
...'$7.95
. . . ;$8.95
.. .S7.95
. . . $7.95
S7 50
$7 50

2 CANS OF SODA
DESSERT
Coupon Can't Be Comi^inec? With Any Other Offer.
'•'"* Must Mention C o i | p o n | When Ordering
........
'
OfiU C'o'u'pon p W d r y e f . " ' * ' * " " " " ' *'•''"v' ' * " ' * '

Cheese Cake
Chocolate Cake

$3 00

-
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Volleyball Takes Two Women's Soccer Falls
Over the Weekend To Eastern Connecticut
Continued from page twenty
and leadership the Bantams took on
Coast Guard last Thursday. Trinity took
and early lead with victories of 31-29 and
30-17. Trinity seemed to be in control.
Then the team began to slip. Coast
Guard stayed alive with a 30-26 win in
game three and came up even with the
Bantams when they won game four 3331.
The final point of this match struck
the gymnasium floor like a death knoll
for Trinity. Coast Guard would go on to
win the final game 15-5 despite a valiant
effort by the Bantams to stave off defeat.

Holyoke. Both of these matches were
much quicker and one sided than the
Coast Guard match.
In the first match Trinity took a quick
lead with a win in the first game 30-26.
In the second game the Bantams
struggled a bit winning 33-31 but they
finished strong winning the third match
30-23 sealing the victory.
Next the ladies faced Fitchburg State
in a match that provided some impressive statistics such as Kristin Hagan's
flawless hitting through all three games
and the first action of the season for intense freshman backup setter Justyn

Fitchburg fell quickly and easily to the
Bantams by scores of 30-17, 30-16 and
30-16 Trinity improved their record to 2-1
with their 3-0 victory over Fitchburg State.
In retrospect Trinity players attributed
this loss not to a lack of effort, desire or
ability but rather to the fact that the
team had not fully come together yet.
Even with the loss there were bright
points such as the solid play of freshmen
Charlotte Grassi and Kate Hunter, whose
19 kills tied her for the team lead with
Kristin Hagan'02.
;
Hunter also produced 12 digs, just shy
of Hagan's 13, and 4 blocks. Setter Christine Horton also posted 40 assists and 11
digs.
.
Following up on this grueling match
Trinity journeyed to Mount Holyoke to
do battle with Fitchburg State and
Coach Mills' previous team, Mount

Bellsey.
Fitchburg fell quickly and easily to the
Bantams by scores of 30-17, 30-16 and
30-16. Trinity improved their record to
2-1 with their 3-0 victory over Fitchburg
State.
The Bantams look to improve on their
record when they match up with another of Coach Mills' prior teams,
Amherst College, at home on Wednesday. The game will mark the start of the
team's NESCAC schedule.
Following that the Bantams will journey to Bates College on Friday to take
part in a crucial early season match up
with NESCAC opponents Bowdoin and
Colby.

President Ronald Thomas
and the

Career Services Office
invite you to the

Hartford Networking
ion
Tuesday, September ii • 5:30pm to 7:00pm

Bantams Drop Opener in Double Overtime
ftftf.
1
>

-jrf

•.
•

1* ^ -

Kerry Hood '02 fights for the ball

WWW.TRINCOLL.EDU

Doyle was assisted on the play by freshman forward Nicole Mauger.
Sports Editor
Midway through the second half Trinity began to establish itself over what
After over 100 minutes of soccer it ap- appeared to be a worn-down ECSU
peared Trinity's early misfortunes were squad. But after Trinity squabbled some
- behindthem.as-a potentially-game e*id-*= - bw«£,offensive opportunit4e%ECS>y aping Eastern Connecticutshot ricocheted peared to ge t a second wind. As the game
of the goalpost and harmlessly floated entered into a first and then a second
over, the Trinity net. But before the Ban- overtime ECSU was unable to convert on
tarns could breath a sigh of relief, a sec- scoring opportunities which presented
ond ECSU shot ricocheted off the themselves. Then just as the game
crossbar and into the Trinity goal giving seemed to be destined to end in a tie,
ECSU scored the game-winning goal
ECSU a 2-1 overtime victory.
"We played well," said Trinity Head and improved their record to 4-0.
Though any loss is disappointing,
Coach Michael Smith,
An early Trinity miscue helped to spot Trinity's focus remains on their in-conECSU an early 1-0 lead. From that point ference schedule. The team's record in
these games, will ultimately determine
on Trinity tightened it reigns.
Led by freshman goalie Brenna the Bantams postseason fate.
.Shields, the Bantams held ECSU scoreThe Trinity squad, which consists of
less for the remainder of the first half, the five seniors, two juniors, and fourteen
entire second half, and the first of the freshmen and sophomores, should imgame's two overtime periods.
prove as it gains much needed experiTrinity's offense, though it was only ence throughout the season. Despite its
able to muster a single goal, was able to youth, coach Smith still describes the
create numerous offensive chances for year's team as the best group of soccer'
players he has coached in his fours years
itself.
After entering the half trailing 1-0, at Trinity;
The team took on Coast Guard MonTrinity was able to knot the game at two
when Courtney Qoyle'W scored just day afternoon and visit NESCAC rival
ove,r.twel veroifiutesinto the second half. Conn. College this coming Saturday.
BY SHANE EARLY

President's House
University of Hawaii
at Manoa

Meet alumni from different career
fields and start networking!

A college semester you'll never forget. Choose,
from an unparalleled array of courses on Asia,
Mawai'i, and the Pacific while living in a vibrant
multi-cultural community.

Next semester, study abroad
without leaving the country

RSVP to Melissa Regan @ x 2307 or
melissa.regan@trincoll.edu

For complete information, connect to:
wwwZ.hawaii.cdu/alnKMt or e-mail anitahAhawaii.exfu
On campus housing and meals available.

ftie Univeisjiy nf Hitwal'f at Maxifl Is An «qual apponunity/Affhmativtt action institution.
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Field Hockey Beats Smith
Bantams Topple Smith 6-2 in Season Opener
BY COLEY DALE

,l ',

Sports Writer
1

.,»
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Volleyball Takes
Two of Three
Bantams Down Mt. Holyoke and FitchburgState

•

The Trinity College Field
Hockey team hosted Smith College this past Saturday and finished with a 6-2 win. This
improved their record to 1-0 after a very successful preseason.
The team was led by Mary
Jacobs '02 who scored two goals
and Susan Hoppock '03 who
scored twice as well.
"The team really performed •
well," said Kaitlin Wilson '02.
"This was a truly great way to
start the season. My expectations are very high for the coming weeks."
The team also saw strong efforts from Heather Standring
'02 who proved herself at the
midfield position by scoring the
team's fifth goal.
Another key to the Trinity
attack was Bea Gratry '05, who
started the route when she
scored the team's first goal of the
season.
"It was great, you couldn't ask
for a better start for the season,"
said new coach Anne
Parmenter in reference to the

With victories over Mount
Holyoke and Fitchburg State,
Volleyball improved to 2-1 on
*»J
the year.
Coming off a 15-18 record,
which included a fourth place
finish in the NESGAC, the Bantams look to post solid growth
this year and hope to contend
for the NESCAC title.
During the off season Trinity
hired new head coach Angela
Mills who was previously head
coach at Mount Holyoke and asC. V
sistant coach at Amherst.
In addition to her wealth of
new ideas and goals for the
team, young talent in the form
of freshmen Kate Hunter,
Justyn Bellsey and Charlotte
Grassi has been added to what
RISH1P0PAT
is already shaping up to be a
A Trinity field hockey player controls the ball
solid core of veterans.
Field Hockey Coach and Assis- gram, but you give up the reigns
Senior middle blocker Beth
tant Women's Lacrosse. "We are and you're done."
Landry
is a two time allreally excited ,to have her with
The new coach seems opti-'

Some new players added to
the roster also helped in the success of the team. The two starting freshmen, Bea Gratry and
Katie Byron, both had strong
showings. Support off the
bench was provided by Ayres
Heller '05 and Bliss Gideon '05.
Another new face to the team
is Coach Anne Parmenter. She
joins the team having coached
for 14 years at Connecticut College, as head of field hockey and
lacrosse. She is now the Head

adds strength and confidence to She, along with the entire team, standing refined talent.
is looking to improve on last Dominating outside hitter
our team."
This Saturday, Coach year's dismal 1-13 season. "I hon- Kristin Hagan '02 and multifacParmenter returns to her former estly think that this team has a eted opposite Molly Roach '02
stomping grounds. She seemed lot of talent, and we should are solid starters who have alupbeat and ready for the team's close the book on last season," ready had an impact in the
said the coach. "And Saturday teams first three games.
first NESCAC challenge. :.
Co-captains Landry and
"I am psyched. Let's get it was the beginning of the team's
done. There's no love lost in belief that we can write a whole Roach provide the type of evenhanded and caring leadership
battles of war, it happens in pro- new chapter this season."
fessional sports all the time,"
The Bantams look to con- as co-captains which could
said the enthusiastic coach, "My tinue their early season, success very well unify this team into
allegiance is completely with Tuesday when they travel to one of the best in Trinity's history.
this team. Conn, was my pro- Clark University.

BY SIMON SAICHEK

Sports Writer
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ablESGAC selectioM who has but-

Running a 5-1 offense the key
to the team's success is a talented
setter which the Bantams have
in Christine Horton '03. She is a
solid, consistent and exciting
player who has tremendous impact in every game. Along with
the freshmen up and comers,
Trinity has a skilled pair of
sophomores, Carolyn Walker
and Sarah Freilich both of
whom have overcome personal
hurdles to play an important
role in this year's current success.
Carolyn had a horse riding accident over the summer which
resulted in three bruised vertebrae and Sarah is adapting to
Trinity after transferring here
from Boston College.
Carolyn looks to be a solid
middle blocker for the years to
come while Sajah is shaping up
to be an incredible defensive talent,
'•'•s*
Guiding this entourage isAft^
gela Mills who has made a very
positive impression on veterans
SLttd?»«MK5r*Mte with her mixture of approachability and
competitiveness.
She has a wonderful "down to
earth" manner, says Roach, citing the fact that w.hile coach
Mills will get excited when mistakes are made, Mills is quick to
lighten the mood with a joke.
Besides her jokes coach Mills has
an easygoing manner, which
makes her an engaging teacher
and accessible friend.
With this abundance of talent
See VOLLEYBALL on page 19

Soccer Falls to Bowdoin In NESCAC Opener
BY ROB CORVO

Sports Writer

If the first game is any indication of how a season is
going to go, then men's soccer is going to be in for a wild
ride.
The Bantams, who finished in a tie for eighth place
in the NESCAC last year
with a 5-6-3 record, hosted
Bowdoin on Saturday in
their season opener.
Bowdoin dominated the
first half scoring two goals
and almost doubling Trinity
in shots on goal.
The Polar Bears were lead
by senior midfielder David
Bulow who scored the first
Bowdoin goal and had the
assist on the second, scored
by junior forward Bart
McMarin. ,
The second half started
out on shaky ground with
Bowdoin keeping the Bantam defense busy. But, with
only 12:20 left in play, Trinity sophomore midfielder
Aaron Birnbaum deflected the

ball into the goal off an assist
from senior Peter Zoppi,
Trinity's strong second-half
push continued with sopho-

Trinity appeared to finally be
in control, as the Bantams outshot the Polar Bears in the second half.

regulation that would be the
difference for Bowdoin, clashing
the Bantam's hopes of a first
game win.

more John Klaus scoring the
game-tying goal.

But it was Patrick Kinnaird's
goal with 30 seconds left in

Junior forward' Morgan
Sandell turned in an excellent

performance for the Bantam offense, while junior Aaron Brill
was outstanding for the Trinity
defense.
Head Coach Ed
Mighten refused to
speak to the Tripod.
Zoppi and Sandell
will lead the Bantams
as co-captains this
year.
Sandell led Trinity
in scoring last season
with five goals and
one assist.
He has fourteen
goals and seven assists in his Trinity career.
Zoppi returns after
having missed all but
one game last year
due to an injury. He
hopes to return to the
form that allowed to
net ten goals and six
assists in his first two
seasons.
Trinity looks for its
first win as they take
Coast Guard at home
this Wednesday afternoon at
3:30PM.

